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Fair share
Somerville
challenges
university
funding
BY JONATHAN OLIVER
EDITol-tN-CHIIF

Student
Government
Association President Derek
Somerville has a question for
the governor: why shouldn't
the students of Kentucky's
eight
state
universities
have
equal
funding and
opportunities?
help
To
auure
an

SOMERVILLE

IFC

adopts
mixer
policy

Somerville's presentation
centers around information
presented to Gov. Paul Patton
by Murray State President
Kem Alexander two weeks qo
which criticized that the
University
of
Kentucky
receives llipificantly more dollars per. student than the other
state universities.
Somerville also questioned
the fact that · only the
University of Kentucky and the
U Diversity of Louinille are
allowed to have doctoral programs.
-rhe current system is simply not allowing our universities to grow," he wrote.
Although Somerville praised
Alexander for his efforts to
bring the issue before the governor, he said he thinks a situation of this magnitude will
take a much larger pressure
group to ensure that it is given
the attention be believes it
deserves.
.,t would be very bard for
anyone in Frankfort to ignore
the collective voices of nearly
140,000 studenta: he said in
an
interview Wednesday
night.'"This is our future
they're talking about.•
Somerville stressed that
queetioaa of equality and qual·
it~- ... he beJiewJe aD atucf8alj ID the atate are conceraecl aboat.
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In an effort to diacourap
aororitiea from attendiu mixen hoet.cl by

T~ofthispro~started

three weeks 810 when eome
eororities attended mizere with
campus atbleUe teams.
Shawn Smee, IFC president,
said the idea has been discUlled the last couple of years,
and the propoaal waa made
earlier last month.
Smae lilld one i'8aloD for the
~ 18 to p•ent nonOreea.trom NC8iviDI the beneftta of auoeiatioD with IOrori- . ~ clfl'Qilra 8D1 ol
~.

..
10.

See FUNDING/15

students if they have a long
weekend," said Roy Helton,
assistant professor of English.
"I suspec.:t many students will

Some ~ leaders aupported the prOpola). as weU.
-. didn't undentand until I
talked to aome gUys OD IFC,
but DOW I understand i~· said
Jenny Loyal, Alpha Sigma
Alpha sorority preaident.
Loyal said that IFC even
worked around a mixer previoualy scheduled with the baseball team.
Jill a.ntry, Alpha Omicron
Pi sorority president, noted her

See BREAK/15

See POI.ICY/15

Students split over fall break change
BY )ENNIFEI SACHARNOSIC.I
STAff W11111

Because of the Nov. 5 elec- every weekend for work or to return for one day of class.
potential problem.
tions, the University will aot other obligations. Proof of tbia
"I can easily understand that
"' think Monday will be the

have the usual extended weekMany dilipnt Murray State end for a fall break. Still, some
students who have been attend- student& who have made plans
ina c:lau day in and day out for the weekend have deeided
ma7 be laced with a tough deci- to take a four-day vacation
sion on Moaday, Nov. 4· - to because of the Tuesday break.
skip or noi to Hip.
Many student& travel home

non-Greek orga-

nizations, the Interfraternity
Council puaed a proposal that
would boycott sororities that
violate a new rule.
The propoeal. which paased
by a vote of eight to oae, states
that all fraternities will refrain
from aaaoclating with any
sorority that att.eDda a nonGreek mixer after Nov. 1.

can be found in the parkina

lots, normally packed through
the wee~ they beCome barren
and infested with freshmen
cars on the weekenda. Some of
these homeward-bound student& think it would be a hassle

bigeet skip day of the year,•
aaid Jaaon Sykes, sophomore
fi'om Paducah. "Some teachers
have already canceled class,
anticipating the lack of atten-

claoce."
Professors are aware of the

a fall bleak is more useful to

Nutt's scouts help Racers stay on top in OVC
BY MIKE O HSTIOM
5foas EoiTOI
They receive little glory,. praile or

recopition for their eft'orta, but they
do have championship rinp to show
for it.
They are the scout team members
of Murray State's footbaii team, and
as far as head coach Houston Nutt is
concemed, they are aa integral to the
team's suc:cesa as any of the players
that get to shine on Saturdays.
-rhey (the scouts) are the ones out
here simulating the opposition, and
when we win, they
Nutt said.
-rhey all contribute, and when we
won the (Ohio Valley Conference
championship) last year, we got 88
rinp for everyone on the teain.•
The Racer scout squads have performed admirably in preparing
MSU's ofrenae, defense and apecial
teams for upcoming foes, as the fifth.
ranked Racers have sprinted to a 6-1
record and the lead in the Ohio Valley
Conference race with a 5-0 mark.

win:

· MSU's bye week allowed Nutt a
chance to rest his startera and Jive
his yoUJll pla,yera the well-deserved
opportunity to diaplay their abilities,
and Nutt ia impressed with what he
saw from the scouts during last
week's practieea.
"Holding dummies for six weeks
can pt old, and it waa good to
those guys have
Nutt said.
-Ne've got some young kids that ue
going to be very good!'
The scout players that grabbed
Nutt's attention included quarterbacks Josh Allen and Chris Ridberg,
wide receiver Beau Gueat, and linebackers Jai Williama, Sharo
Richardson and Bentron Parker.
Parker, a junior college transfer
from Kilgore Community Colleae who
was redshirted for the 1996 campaign, takes pride in his scout team
re&pODiibility and hopes next season's newcomers respond the same
way.
•1 just try to come out every day and
give the starters a good look,• Parker

run:

Playing the Game

too."
Walk-on freshman Dallas Rice
thinks he has benefitted immensely
from bia experienee as an outside
linebacker on the acout team defense,
as he quickly realized that college
football ia played at a higher level
than high school football.
"''m basically learning .the colleae
game, which ia more fast-paced," Rice
eaid.
takea a lot of acijuating,
and the coaches help the scouts by
teachiDI' them their pomtions.•
However, the ultimate goal for
every player ia to dress for action on
Saturdays, but it takea a lot of hard
work, said aophomore defeneive back
JohnEdp.
ou have to improve in the weightroom, ftr&t of all,"' Eclp said. "You
have to show a lot of effort in helping
Seth DixorVStaff
the ftrat team improve to pt their job
Sophomore
Drew
WHHams
(79),
frethrnan
Scott
She1tan
(41).
and
fellow
Mumay
clone on Saturday, and if you do well
State
footMJiscout
team
members
enjoj
a
brief
respite
w1lle
helplnJ
to
prepare
in the spring, you can pt your chance
the flft:h.nnked Racers for Saturday's pme aplnat
ill tM future .•

-coneae
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Political who's who

Amongst the plethora of video games. the Racer
football team is featured in Sony
Playstatlon's Gamebreokers, along
with
top 1-AA teams.

oth-:

see

saicl ~e freshmen who come in next
year will have to give ua a good look,

6

You may be surprised to find out
the party affiliation of

=favaribl

8

Swashbuckling
The Racer fencing dub lunged
into their 1996-97
season at Saturday's
Mock Tournament.
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Health services to close

WEEK IN PREVIEW

Health Services will be closed Wednesday through Friday. The
nursing staff will be attending the Mid-America College Health
Association Annual Meeting. The theme is "Connect, Cooperate,
Communicate and Collaborate."
Should students have health needs during this time, they may
call Health Services for directions.
For more information call 762-3809.

Friday, November 1
.Cinema Intern ational - "The Uninvited,n 7:30 p.m., Curris Center
Theater. Admission free.
•
•Pageant ·Mr. MSU, 7:30p.m., Lovett Auditorium. Tickets avail·
able at the door.
•Deadline - Associate and baccalaureate degree appliCations for
May 1997 graduation are due in Admissions and Registrar's office.

Campus group seeks volunteers

Saturday, November 2

The Campus Connection Volunteer Center, a division of American Humanics, is searching for volunteers among Murray State
faculty, staff and students.
• Southwest Calloway elementary school needs volunteers during school hours.
• The Calloway County Family Resource Center needs volunteers, on Monday and Nov. 18, and Dec. 2 and Dec. 16, to watch
children during quilting classes from 10 a.m. to noon.
• Murray Elementary, middle and high schools need volunteers during and after school hours.
. For more information call Shannon Hall at 762-3808.

•Performance • Racer marching band, 1:30 p.m., Stewart Stadium.
.Cinema International - "The Uninvited." 7:30 p.m ;, Curris Center
Theater. Admission free.
•Hypnotist- Tom Deluca, 7:30p.m., Curris Center Ballroom.
Admission free.

Sunday, November 3
•Events - University Methodist Student Fellowship choir practice, 5
p.m., service, 6 p.m., dinner, 7 p.m., Fellowship house
.
•Meet ing - Overeaters Anonymous, 7:30 p.m., Private Dining Room
at Murray-Callaway County Hospital.

Monday, November 4

Progress reports available

•Meeting - College Republicans, 4:30 p.m., Gums Center Barkley
Room.
•Meeting - Overeaters Anonymous, 7:30 p.m., Private Dining Room
at Murray-Callaway County Hospital.

Murray State academic progress r eports will be available on
Monday for baccalaureate and non-transfer students. Students
are expected to go their adviser's office to pick t hem up.
Other students may request MAP Reports and "what.if' versions can be obtained by calling 762-6855 or by sending an email message to MSUMAP@MSUMUSIK.MURSUKY.EDU.
For more information call 762-6855.

Tuesday, November 5
•Fall break- classes will resume on Nov. 6 at 7 a.m.
•Lunch - University Methodist Student Fellowship, 11:30 a.m. to 1
p.m., Thoroughbred Room .

Art benefits students

Andy Lee/Seni01 Photogr.1pher

The third annual Murray State University holiday art auction
is scheduled for Nov. 8 at 8 p.m. The auction will be held in th e
Clara M. Eagle Art Gallery on the fourth floor of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Building.
Proceeds from the auction will benefit student scholarshipfunds and the visiting art program. The auction is,sponsored by
the department of art.
Artwork may be previewed at the gallery Monday through
Thursday between 8 a.m. and 6 p.m. and on Nov. 8 from 10 a.m.
to 8 p.m.
An exhibition of painting by Gary Chapman of Birmingham,
Ala., will be on display Nov. 14 through Dec. 18 at the Clara M.
Eagle Art Gallery.
Chapman's painting style, called chiaroscuro, is characterized
by a play between light and dark.
A reception will be held at t he Eagle Art Gallery on Nov. 14, 6
p.m., followed by a slide lecture at 7 p.m.

fJhz Eiw&lr:Day dfa
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lnd Lt. Chris Foust, from Paris, Tenn. (front), and Capt. Matthew
Tyler, fro m Charleston, S.C., stretch outside of Roy Stewart Stadium be fore a run.

Purchasing seminar slated
The National Association of Purchasing !\1unagement-sponsored satellite seminars are scheduled for Thursday, from 9 a.m.
to 1:30 p.m., Curd Auditorium (Industry and Technology Building).
The seminar is titled, "Purchasing Performance Measures:
Effective Measures for Improvement," and lo designed to help
the purchasing practitioner evaluate whether the setting is the
correct functional goals and measuring the right outcomes.
Murray State students, faculty and staff nrc invttcd to attend
all seminar. Admission free. For more information on the seminar, call 762-6205.

Join
us and WBLN
for

fPfwnz 767 - 0760

Wednesday, November 6
•Lunch - University Methodist Student Fellowship, 11 a.m. to 1
p.m., University Methodist Fellowship house.
•L unch ·Twin Tower Dining Room,· 11:30 a.m., Room 204, Applied
Science North. For reservations call 762·3384. $4.50 Includes
meal.
•Meeting • Overeaters Anonymous, 5:30 p.m., Private Dining Room
at Murray-Callaway County Hospital.
•Auction • Alpha Epsilon Rho annual auction, 6 to 10 p.m., on
Television 11 .
•Meeting ·Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship, 7 p.m., Curris Center
Theater.
•Meeting - Peer and Health Advocate Team, 9 p.m., Ordway Hall
Lobby. For more information call the Women's Center at 762·3140.

Thursday, November 7
•Auc tion - Alpha Epsilon Rho annual auction, 6 to 10 p.m ., on
Television 11.

*
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The Murray State News Is distributed
free to students, faculty and staff during
the fall and spring semesters. Newspapers
should be available by 9 a.m. on Fndays at
the following buildings on campus:
Curris Center, Winslow Cafeteria. Wells
Hall, Sparks Hall. Wilson Hall. Business
Building, Faculty Hall, Blackburn Science,
Fine Arts, Stewart Stadium, Physical Plant,
Mason Hall. Waterfield Library, Industry
and Technology Center, Ordway Hall and
Lowry Center.

Friends and alumni may subscnbe to
The Murray State News by contacting Joe
Hedges at 762-2998 or Orville Herndon at
762-4491. A one year subscription is $10
payable in advance. Subscriptions must be

This newspaper is a member of
Associated Collegiate Press, Columbia
Scholastic Press Association. Kentucky
Prest Association, and Kentucky
Intercollegiate Press Association.

This newspaper is printed on recycled
newsprint at The Murray Ledger & Times,
1001 Whltnell Ave., Murray, Ky. 42071.

Mastercard ACTS
American Collegiate Talent
Search

e come out and watch some
of the greatest performances
on campus all year.
eon Nov. 18 at 7 p.m.,
at Long John Silvers you will be
impressed by the ACTS.
eSign up deadline is Nov.4.
Come by the SGA office or
call 762-6951
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Stock, mutual funds attract students
BY NATALIE PEEK
REPORTER

When you think of the
stock market, do you
picture college students
safely investing their
money? Or do you pic·
ture an incomprehensible, untouchable part of
the business world?
Ben· Worley, a junior
finance major from DexWORLEY
ter, Mo., has been
investing in the stock market since he was
10 years old. He and his grandfather began
looking into it as a hobby, and soon Worley
was investing some of his savings, only to
lose one-third of the investment in three
days.
This loss did not stop Worley from continuing to pursue this growing interest in
the wide world of finances. AB a teen-ager,
he worked in his family'.s restaurant, carefully saved his money, and read more
about the stock market. It was not until his
freshman year in college, however, that he
became more actively involved.
According to Worley, a person wanting to
invest visits a major brokerage house
where an investment representative
advises them on which path to take.
The brokerage house does the actual

trading of the stock for the investor, but
the investor has control over his/her
money.
Worley would advise anyone who is
interested in becoming involved in the
stock market to have a grasp on some basic
knowledge about the market before speaking to a representative.
"Most (representatives) are really honest, but it is still a good idea to know
enough that the investor is able to make
his own decisions," Worley said.
Some people might think of placing
money into the stock market as a gamble,
but Worley argues against this point, saying the gamble might lead someone to get
in over his head investing in things the
individual does not understand. Play it
safe, Worley says, and do not do anything
fancy.
Kyle Eckart, a political science major
from Corydon, Tenn., also invests.
Eckart, however, chooses a different
path. He invests in mutual funds, where he
is less involved than Worley in the deci·
sion-making processes.
He said this is "low risk" and a "safe
investment for people who don't understand as much."
Eckart became involved in investing as
he grew more interested in politics.
Last Christmas, after speaking to an
investment broker, he placed some money

into mutual funds.
Worley admits that investors are proba·
bly a rarity in college, but it is becoming
more common among the 20-something
crowd as people become more aware of the
processes.

Jon

Lowry/Graphics Manager

Nineties seen as prime time for investing
B Y AMY PONDER
EDITOR

Assocr~n

You hear about the fluctuations of the
stock market on the nightly news and read
about them in the daily paper. But do you
think of yourself as a capable investor?
According to Larry Guin, associate pro·
' fessor of finance, most students who invest
their money in the stock market or in
mutual funds come from families with a
background of investing.
"Most students arc usually not ready to
venture out until their junior or senior
year," he said. "But by their senior year as
many as 10 percent of the business students have tried investing their money in
some way, usually in mutual funds."
Guin said the 90's have been an ideal
time for students to be investing in the
stock market because there has been more
than a 20 percent return per year, while
the long-term average bas been only about
10.2 percent per year.
His primary advice to students is not to
invest in anything they don't understand.
"Students will get a tip from someone,
but don't understand it completely themselves. That's how they get into trouble,"

' '

By their senior
year: as many as
I 0 percent of the
business students
have tried
investing their
money in some way.

.,,

Larry Guin
Guin said. ""For example, you're probably
better to invest in Disney or Coca-Cola,
instead of Netscape or Internet technology
if you are not technology-oriented," he
explained.
No matter what you invest in, Guin said
it is mandatory that student investors do a
minimum amount of homework on their
company. He suggested Value Line magazine to aid students in their research.
Value Line provides a one-page summary

on 8 company. It provides information
about company product lines and the profitability of a company. For example, CocaCola's return on equity, the ratio of earnings to the amount of money the owners
have put into the company, is currently 53
percent. An average company's R.O.E. is
13 percent.
The magazine also offers advice on the
risk of a company by a measure called beta, ·
and ranks the companies on a scale ranging from 1 to 5, with one being the highest.
"The average college student probably
won't spend 8 lot of time researching,"
Guin said. "They probably should restrict
themselves to larger cpmpanies, because
larger companies typically do not fall in
price rapidly."
Well-informed ~tudents should buy stock
through a discount broker who will do
nothing but buy the stock, he explained.
However, students who are not wellinformed should pay for the advice of a ft!llservice broker, a company that will do the
stock research for the customer.
Guin suggests that students who want
professional money management without
the large fee, should invest in mutual
funds.
"Mutual funds pool
money from several
'investors allowing an
individual to be a part
owner of several companies instead of just
one," Guin said.
Typically,
Guin
said, more students do
invest in mutual funds
than in stock. He said
a few mutual funds
will let investors in for
$100, but most require
at least a $1,000 start.
"If $100 is all
someone has in savings they probably
shouldn't be in stocks
anyway," he said. "In
other words students
shouldn't use next
semester's tuition to
begin investing."
His final suggestion
for
mutual
investors is to invest
in no-load mutual
funds. No-load mutual
funds do not charge
commissions
while
loaded companies usually charge between
four and eight percent.
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Somerville right
to lead students
in funding battle
It sounds like politics. It sounds boring. It
sounds complicated. But the latest battle involving Murray State University and the University
of Kentucky - and now SGA President Derek
Somerville - is too important to turn away
from.
Consider the facts. According to the National
Center for Education Statistics' 1992-1993
Intergrated Postsecondary Education Data System, UK had a little more than 20 percent of the
state•s students and was receiving more ~han 40
percent of the total appropriations of funds. On
the other hand, the University of Louisville had
nearly 20 percent of the state's students but was
only receiving about 20 percent of the appropriations.
That same year, Western Kentucky University
had nearly 15 percent of the state's students
with less than 10 percent of the appropriations,
while Murray State had about nine percent of
the state's students and was receiving about
seven percent of the appropriations.
The numbers are clear. UK is the state jewel
and receives a noticeable majority of state funding and attention.
Now SGA President Somerville has entered
the debate with probably the best reasoning yet
heard. Why shouldn't a student at Murray or
Western or Northern or any of the state's other
universities be deemed as worthy of state dollars
as a student at UK?
We are all students in the Commonwealth, who
will hopefuUy·one day contribute to the betterment of the state. It would make sense for state
leaders to want all of us to have the very best
educations possible. Unfortunately we can't all
crowd into Lexington, so how about spreading
out some of the money? This seems to be a reasonable request.
But as we all know, politicians in Frankfort are
not a1 ways the most responsive to such reasonable thinking, so Somerville makes an excellent
point: Frankfort and the Council on Higher Edu, cation would have an extremely hard time ignoring approximately 140,000 student voices calling for an equal education.

111 Wilson Hall
2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301

Jonathan Oliver

Ma rcus Brown doing fine in NBA

NOftmber 1, 1996
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To the editor:
Two weeks ago, on the night of Oct. 18, my friends
and I made the journey to Memphis to watch the
greatest basketball player, Michael Jordan. Those
famous Chicago Bulls were on their exhibition tour
and scheduled to play the Portland Trailblazers at
the Pyramid this very night. Oh! what an anxious
moment as we all waited impatiently with our cameras for Jordan to run out onto the court! Everyone
was looking for number 23, a tall bald guy wearing a
white Bulls jersey. But before his team came the
opposing team, the Trailblazers. And among them
was number 4, a short guy (compared to the rest)
wearing a black Trailblazers jersey - Marcus Brown.
I have heard many different stories as to what
happened to the great Murray State star: "He's been
cut." , "He's playing overseas." and the latest, "He
will find out the day before the season begins if he
made it or not." Honestly, I really don't know what
is true about Marcus Brown and his experience with
the NBA. I just know that he was out on that court,
in his hometown, dressed in a Trailblazers uniform
with his name on the back.
Number 4, Marcus Brown, is in the NBA. During
the first half, Brown guarded Chicago's spunky
Steve Kerr. During his eight minutes of playing time
he had one shot attempt, one personal foul, and
showed much effort. He seemed to play with all his
heart. I mean, can you imagine fulfilling a dream
like his? And still, it got better in the second half.
For a few brief moments in time, Marcus was given
the job of guarding the greatest basketball player
ever, Michael Jordan. Talk about fulfilling a dream!
Yes, Marcus certainly did have a great second half
with one three point shot and one assist. He really
looked good out there and he enjoyed his fans.
So, the reason that I am writing is is not to share
some new information about might have happened
to our Marcus Brown. Instead, I just wanted to
share with you the excitement me and my friends
were apart of on Friday night. What happens to
Brown in the future is unknown but that night he
was wearing an official NBA uniform and playing
with the big boys. Number 4, Marcus Brown, in the
NBA.
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Amy Harris
Seoul, Korea
II

Hagan is the greatest comedian
alive today, and, I believe, the
funniest man to ever live, withI am writing this in hopes that out exception. He is the past,
The Murray State News will present, and future of comedy.
take an interest in a person I
In his short life, he has taken
believe to be one of the MSU's comedy to heights that such
least-known students and greats as Lenny Bruce, Bill
unsung heroes. I ask the reader Cosby, Richard Pryor, George
of my letter this: Have you ever Carlin, and Don Knotts never
looked back upon some of the dreamed of. He has pushed the
great minds and talents and comedic envelope to places
wondered, "What would it be thought unreachable by mortal
like to know genius? What man. His comic exploits know no
would it be like to get close to bounds.
greatness?"
,Those who encounter Hagan
I, for the past nine years, have and surely laugh at him experibeen lucky enough to know the ence not only laughter but awe.
answers to these questions, as I Those who come in contact with
have been a friend of the great- him are left to marvel and ask
est comic mind ever to exist on themselves, "How does he do it?
the face of the Earth: Mark What is it in that man that
Anthony Hagan:
makes him so funny? How did
Merely calling Mark "funny" he develop into this 'Human
is to call Einstein "kind of Laugh Machine?' Will I ever see
smart/' Donald Trump "sort of anything like this remarkable
rich," or Michael Jordan "a pret- Mark Hagan again?"
ty good basketball player." Mark
Mark Hagan not only makes

Bv KELLY f RAUST

GUEST COlUMNIST

you laugh, he makes you think.
He takes you on a philosophic
journey inside yourself. He
forces you to contemplate and
question what you think is
funny and compare it to the new
measuring stick. When you
meet him, he is what you will
forevermore compare all things
funny to. If you don't think of
comedy on a regular basis, you
will once exposed to this comedy
marvel.
Sadly, however, for Murray
State University, this comedy
giant will be leaving this campus soon, for he is graduating in
May. During his four years at
MSU he has gone stunningly
unnoticed by most students and
faculty, only to be appreciated
by a select few.
I, for the past nine years, have
been selfishly hoarding all thJs
laughter for myself. Now. however, as the sun sets on his stay
at MSU, I have come to the realization that it is my duty to my

fellow students to bring Mark
Hagan to their attention. 1 want
to share this comedy supernova
before his light and laughter
bum over other horizons.
I strongly encourage this
newspaper to have one of its
reporters find · Mark Hagan,
experience him, and share him
with readers. I wish to encourage everyone to find this man.
Ask him to tell you a joke, do an
impression, tell you a funny
story. Then laugh and wonder,
"Where has this comedian been
hiding for the past four years?"
Finally, when you leave Mark
Hagan, appreciate having met
this laughing man and come to
an understanding that you have
witnessed the comic Holy Grail
and his name is Mark Anthony
Hagan.
One last thing: As you may find
it difficult to encapsulate what
Mark Hagan is in one short article, a series on Mark Hagan may
be more appropriate.
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Letter to Grandma illustrates .people's many faces
in the school parade. It was the
first of seven consecutive years
that I dressed up as either
Dracula, Cinderella, or Peter
Pan.
That day scarred me for life.
Dear Grandma Dorr,
After Mom had yelled at me
Remember in the fourth grade for half an hour telling me I
when I jogged all the way to was a loser, I rolled off the tie....-------, your house, dyed bean bag I slept on for the
despite
the first 16 years of my life, glanced
In
fact that my at my "Legend" poster and
My
"husky" jeans looked in the mirror. I was
were too tight ready to be transformed into
Opinion
because I ate the scariest Dracula my ele12 pieces of mentary school had ever seen. I
pizza
for was out for blood!
lunch? I was a
I had eaten my grits, and
tubby kid.
chased it with a Coke when the
I cried on day took a sick twist. Mom, who
your shoulder is currently seeking counseling
that
chilly for mental anguish, told me she
M ARk
Halloween was too cheap to buy face paint
D ORR
day until you so I bad to cake on Noxema.
Columnist
gave me a
Noxema! If you have never
homemade used Noxema it is a white
'-------'-----' peanut butter cream that has a distinct smell,
square. Just what a fat kid and provides a cooling sensation when applied to the face.
needed.
With my head hung low I
Remember? Every orifice of
my body was tingling with showed up at the parade, fashexcitement. when I woke up ionably late of course, only to be
that morning. I was going to made fun of by the rest of the
dress up as Dracula and march class. They said my costume

I am too busy studying for Dr.
Haney's class this week to write
a column, so we are printing a
ktter I wrote to my Grandma.

wasn't believable because
everyone could see the true face
under the caked-on Noxema.
My ego was crumbling. This
after I became a hero by
French-kissing Stacey on the
playground the day before.
How quick legends are forgotten.
So now when Halloween rolls
around, I tremor with fear. I'm
afraid that if I ever dress up
again, I will be humiliated and
be called a "dork" by a cute
blonde.
This year I wanted so badly
to dress up as either Pee Wee
Hennan, Hugo Zacchini (the
now deceased human cannonball), or LaFours, a security
guard who wears a silly straw
hat and is troubled by heavyset
men that roll by on tinker toys
and attempt to beat him over
the head with socks full of
quarters.
Gram, since that day in
fourth grade I have never
understood the Halloween holiday and why people enjoy it so
much. I have been i!l college for
years now and absorbed some
great facts like how many
radios there are in Norway

(answer: 3.3 million). I also
have come to the conclusion
that cookie stands that are
located upstairs in a given maU
are not to be considered part of
the food court.
My point here is that I have
gained great knowledge with
~ge, but until recently I could
not find a peaceful insight into
the meaning of Halloween.
However, I do like to read poetry sometimes.
In fourth grade I was humiliated because I could not put on
the same fake face and identity
everyone strives for on this day.
Instead, I was the same goofy
kid I was everyday of my life.
You know, the one who became
the nutty columnist y'all love to
misunderstand.
Grandma, thanks for the
shirt l received for my birthday. I named it Baige.
As I cried on your shoulder
that day, you bent over and
whispered, "Just be yourself,
sweetheart." I know that most
people would say grandmas are
supposed to say that, but to me
it was thought-provoking.
For years now I have laughed
at all of those that get their

pants all in a bunch and jump
up and down in puddles
because Halloween has arrived.
Year in and year out William
Duck can be heard yelling,
"Sweet fancy Moses, I'm someone else," as he slips into hisCaptain Crisco jumpsuit and
heads to a party.
Those people, like Willie,
hide behind a real costume one
night a year and a makebelieve one on all the other
days of the year. You know, the
people who cower behind a
facade of fake smiles, and
repeat corny statements like,
"How do you feel?," coupled
with a sad expression. As if
they really care.
Through my travels, I have
acquired a knack for loo}Ung
through people's transparencies to the core of their beings.
You know, the ones who have to
put on an act all year round trying to make a lot of friends so
they don't feel alone in case
they die. They figure, "If I have
enough friends someone will
cry nl my funeral."
Well, Gram, since that mem·
orable day when you allowed
me lo see the light, I have

always thought of Halloween as
a great metaphor for life and·
society.•Halloween is just a one
day event most carry with them
every other day of the year.
However, the people who act
this way do it unknowingly, so
do not try to explain it to them.
But if you happen to show this
to anyone else, and they miss
the point, have them look in the
mirror. You'll more than likely
fmd that they are wearing
mask.
How many people do you
know who are secure enough to
shed their outer shelJ (costume,
if you will) and just be lhe person God intended them to be?
I doubt you will find one.
Well, maybe one, but he may
have some left-over Noxema on
his face.
I will wrap with the weekly
joke, Grandma. Here it is: And
the duck's name ..... was Bill.
Slap your knee ifyou have to, I
know it's funny.

a

Your loving Grandson,
Mark
P.S. It's OK to be little bitty, a
little hometown or a big ol' city.

War of tlie 9Wses
Joe says Clinton/Gore
re-election best for USA
The 1996 presidential election campaign is winding
down to election day on Tuesday, Nov. 5. As citizens of the
United S tates, you must exer. - - - - - - - , cise one of
your
most
In
precious
My
rights-the
right to vote.
Opinion
Each person's
vote
does
count and can
make a difference.
The two previous articles
in this three)OSEPH
part
series
have urged
ROSE
you to vote to
Guest
Columnist
reelect
Bill
Clinton
as
President of the United
States. This third article continues to urge you to reelect
Bill Clinton as President of
the United States.
Do you agree with...
• cutting obsolete regulations;
• rewarding results, not red
· tape;
• getting bureaucrats out of
Washington and creating
grass roots partnerships; and
negotiating, not dictating.

These ideas on making government more efficient and
accountable were issued by
Bill Clinton and A1 Gore on
Feb. 22, 1995.
Do you agree with...
• Each government agency
identifying its customers and
serve them promptly;
• Each government agency
asking its customers what services they need and promptly
and satisfactorily provide
them;
• Post government service
standards
and
measure
results against these standards;
• Making information services available to all customers; and creating a system
that listens and addresses citizens' complaints.
Bill Clinton has signed an
executive order (12862) that
addresses these and other criteria to make government
more responsible and accountable.
Do you agree with...
• The downsizing of the federal government with an
improvement in services
delivered to the people;
• The growing partnership
among the states and the fed-

eral government so that common and unique problems can
by resolved with newly created means; and
• The fact that the declining
increase in the federal budget
deficit is 10 percentage points
ahead of the forecast made for
four years ago.
Bill Clinton has presided as
president over these and
many more achievements in
making government more efficient and economical.
It ·is for these reasons and
those that were stated in the
two previous articles that I
urge you to vote for Bill Clinton for a second term as President of the United States.
My choice is Bill Clinton. but,
I, also, urge you to vote for the
person of your choice.
Remember, when you wake
up on the Wednesday morning
after Tuesday's election, there
will be a President. To those of
you who disagree with me
(and have lost!), remember
the immortal words of that
preeminent philosopher Porcupine who, i.n talking to his
equally wise friend Pogo said,
"Don't take life serious son, it
ain't nohow permanent."'
Enjoy!

Winfield says Dole better man for better America
A presidential election not
only is a referendum on the
future, it also is a referendum
on the present. Research tells
us that if voters (apart from
party
stalwarts)
are
In
generally satisfied
with
My
their current
Opinion
situation,
they will vote
to re-elect the
incumbent if
he is able to
succeed him·
self. regardless of his
party.
Such
W INFIELD
would appear
RoS£
to be what is
Guest
happening in
Columnist
1996. On the
other hand,
while the individual voter may
(or may not be) generally satisfied with current situation, it

would be very shortsighted to 1992 and 1995, climbing 33
base · the voting decision on percent from 1994 to 1995.
this factor alone because the Use of LSD and other halluindividual obviously is a part cinogens by teenagers jumped
of a larger entity, society itself. 183 percent from 1992 to 1995
The question "How am I and 54 percent between 1994
doing?" then becomes the more and 1995 alone. An estimated
important "How are we half million Americans are
doing?"
addicted to drugs. More the 60
In spite of all the wallpaper- percent of all those arrested
ing the Clinton campaign has test positive for at least one
done in recent weeks, the drug and 21 percent test posianswer to that question is "not tive for at least two.
very well." In addition to the
In 1960 5.3 percent of all
budgetary data presented ear- births were out of wedlock; in
lier, please consider the follow- 1991 the number was 29.5 pering. While the population has cent. The rate of illegitimacy
increased by 41% since 1960, bas increased nearly 60 pertotal crime has increased more cent in the last ten years and
than 300 percent and violent reached as high as 71 percent
crime by more than 550 per- in Detroit in 1991. In 1960
cent. The number of inmates only 9.1 percent of all families
in custody is up 113 percent were headed by a single parent
since 1985.
whereas 28.6 percent were in
A report released in August 1991, and about 90 percent
revealed that teen drug abuse were fatherless.
went up 105 _percent between
In 1960 the divorce rate per

1000 married women was 9.2; thing fundamental must be we need more grants from the
it had risen to 20.9 in 1991. In wrong if this is the basis upon Department of Education to
1960 the percentage of chil- which the American people detennine what makes a good
dren was 3.5 but by 1991 it will decide that the current school. What we need is more
was 12.9; the corresponding president deserves re-election. character from the president
numbers were 2.37 and 8.38
Is President Clinton to down to the latest newborn at
million.
blame for the social degenera- the local hospital. We need
In 1960 the unmarried tion outlined above? No, cer- government policies which
teenage birth rate was 15.3 per tainly not totally, but his phi- encourage and develop good
1,000 whereas by 1991 it had losophy of government and character or, failing that, at
risen to '44.8 and the teenage that of his party is at fault. It least which do not encourage
suicide rate wasn't from 3.6 is a philosophy which has or condone bad character.
per 100,000 to 11.3 between undermined the moral fabric And, we can start by ending
the same years. Finally, while of our nation by denigrating the barbarism of partial-birth
expenditures on elementary religious faith and values, by abortion.
and secondary education have removing or lessening the conWill the election of Bob Dole
increased more than 200 per- sequences of destructive and and the re-election of a Repubcent since 1960, SAT scores immoral behavior, or by sim- lican Congress turn a11 this
have declined 73 points, this in ply redefining such behavior around? Again the answer is
spite of the creation of the out of existence (what Sen. no, but it would be a move in
Department of Education dur- Daniel Moynihan calls "defin· the right direction (no pun
ing the Carter Administration. ing deviancy down").
intended). It would be a start.
Something
fundamental
An essential component of a What will this country be like
must be wrong if this is the free society is voluntary com- 30 years from now if the lrends
bridge to the 21st century pliance with the law. We do of t.he past 30 years continue?
across which President Clin- not need 100,000 more police It's your future, young people.
ton wants to take us. Some- officers on our streets. Nor do You decide.
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Racers hit cyber-sports field
with 'Gamebreakers' Sony game
BY BRIAN H ENSON
STAFF WRIT£R

There are many things that can mark
the arrival of a college football team to the
"big time." Being invited to bowl games
and having merchandise in the local Foot
Locker store are just a couple of ways to
know when this transition to the upper
echelon has occurred.
But perhaps the best way to mark such
an accomplishment would be to appear on
a video game. This is now the case with
the Murray State Racers. The team has
burst onto the cyber-sports field in Sony's
1996 release, Gamebrcakers, which can be
purchased at almost any electronics or
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also keeps up with all major statistics
throughout the course of a game or a simulated season.
Tyler Maxwell, Gamebreakers owner,
said, "It's awesome. It's probably the best
football game I've ever played."
The fact that MSU has caught the attention of game designers and the nationa1
pollsters speaks volumes about the Racer
program, which just a few seasons ago was
considered one of the poorest in the OVC.
With this increased popularity, the Racers' future continues to look bright, and it
gives MSU students yet another reason to
be proud of their school and its athletic
program.

Presidential candidates use
Websites for party platforms
instance, features coverage of
the presidential candidates
KELLAMS
and their debates as well as
REPORTER
information about key congressional races.
Politics,
Visitors to the web site may
like almost
also leave e-mail messages
any other
regarding a particular canditopic under
date or issue .
the
sun,
The presence of the Internet
can now be
has made this year's presidenstudied on
tial race more interactive.
the InterDuring the debates, voters
net.
were able to express their
The Internet, which was a opinions about a candidate's
minor factor in the coverage of coverage of an issue over the
1992 presidential election, has internet while the debates
advanced to become a new were still in progress.
medium for candidates to preThere are also on-line bulsent their platforms.
letin boards and chat groups
Television networks such as full of partisan talk about
ABC and C-SPAN, along with issues, strategies, and tactics.
CNN, along with other netmembers of the print media
including Newsweek and The works, have programs that
Los Angeles Times are also encourage viewers to send in
joining this trend by present- comments via e-mail.
ing in-depth political coverage
Although candidates and the
on their respective web sites.
media have high hopes regardC-SPAN
On-Line,
for ing use of the Internet during
Bv BEN

STAff R£f'ORT

0

....

department store.
Aside from featuril'J.g all 111 NCAA Division I football teams, the game includes
the top ten Division 1-AA programs, which
includes the Racers. It also includes Ohio
VaHey Conference members including
Eastern Kentucky and Eastern Illinois.
The game features the University of California marching band and a variety of different fields and conditions to play in.
Great graphics, sound effects, and plays
add to the game's realism. The real numbers of the actual players are used in the
game, so one could throw a touchdown
pass with Racer quarterback Mike Cherry
or run over a defensive back with Racer
fullback David McCann. Gamebreakers

The University Center
Board will sponsor Family
Weekend beginning today and
ending Sunday.
Families will arrive ve in
Murray today and will be able
to attend ,classes with their
University students. The Mr.
MSU Pageant will be a highlight of the evening.
On Saturday, families will
have a choice of events, including a tailgate party, the football game against Tennessee
Tech, a barbecue, and a noted
hypnotist.
Reservations must be made
in advance for the barbecue,
and may be made by calling
762-6951.

,future presidential campaigns,
usage of their web-sites has
not been as extensive as
expected this year.
The overall freedom of the
Internet format allows for the
presentation of facts about
presidential candidates and
the views they espouse on various issues.
Voters can now decide what
appeals to them at the privacy
of their own computer. Plus,
the responses received by candidates can give them a more
accurate view of what they
need to emphasize in their
campaigns by examining upto-date comments from voters
who have taken the time to sit
down and express their opinions.
The website address for the
Democratic National Commit..
tee can
be found
at
www .dcmocrats.org.
The address for the Republican National Committee can
be found at www.rnc.org.

POUCEBEAT
October 23
11 :1 4 a.m. An auto accident was reported behind Blackburn Science
Building .
7:26 p.m. Cedric Wayne Hampton, a non·student from Huntington, TN
was arrested for disregarding a stop sign. operating a vehicle on a suspended driver's license, no insurance, and an improper registration plate.
His vehicle was impounded.
October 24
12:38 a.m. A smoke detector was set off in Springer College.
10:50 a.m. A hit and run accident was reported In front of the parking lot
in front of Elizabeth College.
12:17 p.m. An MSU student reported vandalism to his vehicle while
parked near Springer College.
3:37 p.m. An oil spill was cleaned up by Faculty Management's Hazardous Materials unit.
October 25
3:06 a.m. A noise complaint was reported in front of Wh1te College. A
truck with a loud engine was running. The owner was advised tum it off.
11:49 p.m. The fire alarm was set off in Richmond College. Murray Fire
Department responded and the system was reset.
October 26
8:26 a.m. A fire alarm sounded in the Business Building. No ftre was
found.
7:23 p.m. Officers responded to investigate a report of a stolen bicycle.
October 27
9:25 a.m. A fire alarm went off in Wrather Museum. Murray Fire Department was dispatched and no fire was found.
2:56 p.m. The smoke detector was activated on the fifth floor of Regents
College. No fire was round.
4:12 p.m, A bicycle was reported stolen from the Carr Health area •
4:38 p.m. A complaint was issued on skateboarders in the area of Waterfield Library.
7:30 p.m. The fire alarm was set off in Regents College on the third floor.
No fire was found.
8:18p.m. The fire alarm malfunctioned in Sparks Hall.
8:38 p.m. A student passed out in Hart College and was transported to
Murray/Galloway County Hospital by ambulance.
9:34 p.m. The fire alarm malfunctioned agatn in Sparks Hall.
October 28
4:26 p.m. A noise complaint was issued in the 1200 block of College
Courts.
8:05 p.m. A lady feU at Johnson Theatre and was transported by ambulance to Murray/Galloway County Hospital.
October 29
11:09 p.m . A noise complaint was issued of loud music behind Springer
Hall.
October30
1 :36 a.m. A report was issued of a person throwing water from the second floor stairwell of Hart College•
8:06 a.m. A student reported his vehicle had been vandalized while
parked near Regents College.
4:19 p.m. A noise complaint was Issued of loud music near Springer Col·
lege.
6:41 p.m. The fire alarm sounded in the Price Doyle Fine Arts building .
No fire was found.
Information tor Police Beat was gathered and compiled by the Murray
State News staff from materials available to the public at the Public Safety office.
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Faculty able to use Racer
Card for m~als, programs
Although all faculty and staff members are
required to have an ID card, they may also carry
declining balance on their Racer Cards. PresentAs time and technology have progressed, so ly, between 10 and 15 faculty use the declining
have the uses of the famous, do-everything balance program.
Racer Card.
Jeanie Morgan, student government adviser
Its many current uses for Murray State stu- and one of the first declining balance faculty cusdents include purchasing meals, rccieving dis- tomers, said, "I really like it. It's just so convecounts at various businesses and restaurants nient. T put money in, and whenever I want a
around Murray, and gaining admittance to cup of coffee or something from the bookstore (in
sporting and recreational events on campus.
the Curris Center), I can just use the Card."
It can be used to keep money, much like a
Benritter said the card is becoming idealistic
checking accoWlt, in the declining balance pro- for staff.
gram. which allows a student to purchase any"It's growing because they're (faculty) starting
thing from a meal to a compact disc on and near to see some of the benefits that students are getcampus.
ting," he said.
But students aren't the only people who can
Faculty can also enjoy the same benefits of·
benefit from the advantages of a Racer Card.
using the Card to receive discounts at some busiMSU faculty and staff also have access to its nesses near campus, such as discount nights at
benefits.
the Cheri Theater and food at some of the local
Bill Benritter, director of Food Services, said restaurants.
the card works in the same fashion for faculty as
The Racer Card is free for faculty and staff,
for students. Faculty and staff may purchase and $12.50 for students.
meal plans and use the Card for admission to
Faculty and staff wishing to add meals or
events such as Racer football and volleyball declining balance should contact Food Services
games, free concerts and lectures.
on the third floor of the Curris Center.

VISITOR FROM AFAR

BY BRIAN HENSON

STAFF WRITER

C

Danny

Ambassado r Ll Daoyu, from the People's Republic of China. addresses a crowd of Murray State
students, faculty and staff Monday afternoon in Lovett Audito rium.
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Across from Crass Furniture

Red · Sun In Spring & Fn/1

ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT $3.99

JffUVIA, HUHe, auJ ~

SATURDAY & SUNDAY 7- 11

107 N. 12th Street

d"S

.

VoweiiNisual Editor

Saturday 9.30 a.m. - 2 p.m.
l/2 price on

Murray, KY

1 .-

selected tags

117 S. 4th St.
753-4087

H~ you had your break today!

Welcome

Open

~ery

night Dt-c I .IJ 1

.

East Main

Cadiz, KY. 42211
(502) 522-7875

474-2773

Vj,,
~

H.E.A.T.
INFOR.MATIONAL........,..
MEETING

1

What is H.E.A.T.?

WALK

It is the Health Education Advocate Team.
Anyway You Go...
Go In Comfort, Quality & Style.
Fall Sale On Running & Walking Shoes.

MEN

WOMEN

Reg.
Nlke 104071-141
A Max
139.99
Ntke 104067·041
A Max Tailwind
114.99
Nlke 104058-161
A Skylon Trlax
89.99
New Balance M850 RB
850
89.99 .
Reebok 32006
Roadwalker DMX
69.99
Reebok 27825
Fitness Walk Sup.
59.99
Astcs TN600-0 151
Gel 125
69 .99
Aslcs TN515-0150
GT 2010
84.99

.,

Sale

99.99
89.99
64.99
64.99
54.99
44.99
54.99
64.99

Nlke 105070-1 41
A Max
Nlke 105059-431
A Max Trtax
Ntke 191051-111
Essential
Nlke 191044-114
A Way RW
Nlke 191058-1 11
Walker A.S.
Reebok 27830
Fitness Walk Sup.
Aslcs TN650-0153
Gel 125
Reebok 2-289
Freestyle Lo

Reg.

Sale

129.99

89.99

89.99

69.99

64.99

49.99

64.99

49.99

54.99

39.99

59.99

44.99

69.99

54.99

54.99

39.99

•

What do they- do?
· They present health education programs to
and community members.
students, faculty,
,

To get invloved, come to the informational
meeting on Nov.6 from 9 - 10 p.m.
in the lobby of Ordway Hall.

DENNISON-HUNT
SPORTING
GOODS
"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR UFE"

University Plaza • Chestnut St. • Murray, Ky. • 753·8844 • M·Sat. 9·6 • MCIVISA

'•

t
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Democratic Party- This political party has

the donkey as its traditional symbol and
since the 1930's has utilized "Happy Days arc Here Again" as its theme song. The Democrats were
born in 1792 by men supporting Thomas Jefferson, known as Jeffersonian Republicans. Confusing right? They solidified under Andrew Jackson in the 1830's• and adopted the name Democrats.
It was the Southern Democrats who seceded during the Civil War. In 1984, the Democrats ran the
first woman candidate for vice president, Geraldine Ferraro.
Encyclopedia Britannica

Bill Clinton

The Murray State News
N~1,1996

Republican Party -- byname is the Grand Old Party (GOP) with a symbol of an elephant. The party originated in July 1854 in Jackson, Mich., when a group of former Whigs,
Democrats and Free Soilers, disgruntled with politics, joined together under the banner of
Republicanism. They were bonded with a common opposition to slavery. The first Republican
president elected was Abraham Lincoln and the most recent was George Bush. Will Dole be
next?
Encyclopedia Britannica

Bob Dole

Born 1946

Former Senate Majority leader and current presidential candidate, Bob Dole
opposes abortion and affirmative action and
supports tax cuts in combination with
spending cuts.
He also opposes gun control and supports
a balanced budget amendment while blaming the American entertainment industry
for promoting a culture of violence.
Dole attended the University of Kansas
from 1941-42 and was a member of Kappa
Sigma fraternity where he waited tables to
earn extra money.
In 1942, Dole left college for the war. He
served in the army during World War II.
Dole rose to the rank of second lieutenant
in the lOth Mountain Division. During his
tour of duty. an exploding German shell
smashed his right shoulder, paralyzing him
temporarily from the neck down, but he
survived.
With his right arm paralyzed, Dole had to '
give up his dreams of becoming a doctor.
Instead he chose to study law and was
elected to public office for the firs~ time in
1952 and first served in the House in 1960.

Clinton is the first Democrat to occupy the White
House since Jimmy Carter (1976-80).
Some of Clinton's political gains include a long-cherished goal of improving education, the Health Security Act and sweeping anti-crime legislation.
On Dec. 8, 1993, Clinton signed into law the international trade agreement, NAFTA.
Raised in Arkansas, Clinton played peacemaker in
family disputes between his mother and alcoholic
stepfather.
Scars from his childhood did not greatly effect his
life, as he went on to excel in school, graduating fourth
of 323 in his high school class of 1964.
Clinton chose politics as his vocation after meeting
John F. Kennedy on a trip to Washington in 1963,just
months before Kennedy was assassinated.
After graduating from Georgetown College, Clinton
.embarked on a two-year Rhodes Scholar stint at
Oxford University in England. His studies allowed
him a draft. deferment that kept him out of the Vietnam War.
After returning to the States, Clinton worked on the
presidential campaigns of George S. McGovern and
Jimmy Carter.

Thomas
Jefferson
( 1743-1826)
Jefferson
was
born in Virginia while
it was still a British
colony. As a lawyer
and a member of the
Virginia House of
Burgesses, he criticized British rule and
was instrumental in
the War for Independence.
In 1776 he was honored by the Continental Congress
by being asked to draft the Declaration oflndependence.
Jefferson was elected president in 1801 where he
slashed the budget, lowered taxes and reduced the
national debt. Jefferson advocated small government
and states' rights, but used presidential power to purchase the Louisiana territory.

Barbra
Streisand
Born 1942,
Streisand
is
a
singer,
director,
actress and producer.
She
has
directed pictures
such as Yentl and
earned seven Oscar
nominations for The
Prince of Tides.
Streisand is
a liberal Democrat and worked on the 1972 presidential
campaign of George McGovern. She was also one of the few
celebrities to appear on former-president Richard Nixon's
alleged list of enemies.
All three of Streisand's last c~ncerts have been given for
Democratic fundraising events, most recently for Bill Clinton in September of 1992.
Although she has sometimes been called brassy and arrogant, Streisand has worked for women's rights, civil liberties and the AIDS foundation.

Lincoln

L...----------...:..;.---~

John F. Kennedy
(1917-1963) Kennedy served as the
35th president of the United States
from 1961 until his assassination in
Dallas, Tx. in 1963.
He was a staunch Democrat from
the solidly Democratic Kennedys of
Massachusetts. After his older
brother was killed in the war, John
was chosen to carry the banner into
the political arena.
Kennedy never lost an election
from his first seat in Congress in
1946 at the age of 29, until 1961
when he defeated Nixon for president by a narrow margin.

(1809-1865)
Born
in
Hodgenville, Ky., Lincoln
served as the 16th
president of the
United States during
the Civil War. He is
credited with upholding the union and
freeing the slaves.
Lincoln, also known
as "Honest Abe," was
a
self-educated
lawyer.
While serving a
term in Congress,
Lincoln became a

Republican in 1856.
Lincoln's well-known debates with Stephen Douglas led to his popularity and notoriety in 1860
which won him the presidency.

Richard M. Nixon
(1913-1994) Nixon served as the 37th
president of the United States from
1969-1974. Facing impeachment from
the Watergate scandal, Nixon
resigned on Aug. 8, 1974.
He served as a naval officer in World
War II and is probably best known for
reopening communication with China.

Charlton Heston Born 1924.
Heston is probably best known for his role as
Moses in The Ten Commandments.
He has campaigned for both major political
parties and has been involved with liberal and
conservative causes.
In 1981 he was chosen by Reagan to co-chair
the White House Task Force on the Arts and
Humanities. In 1986, he was urged to run for
Senate on :the Republican ticket, but refused.

\

Arnold Schwarzenegger

Maria Shriver

Born 1sss
Shriver is a broadcast journalist for NBC and a niece of
the late John F. Kennedy.
She has followed the Kennedy standards of standing
solidly behind the Democratic Party. According to Current
Biography Yearbook, Shriver claims she and husb~d
Arnold Schwarzenegger rarely argue about politics.

Born 1923

Born 1947 in Austria, Schwarzcnegger is known for
his tough-guy roles such as Tenninator and Conan
the Barbarian.
He is a staunch Republican, as opposed to his wife,
Maria Shriver, who comes from a solidly Democratic background.
~--------------------------~
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International fair earns credit

Global Studies
Austria

Hong Kong

Ecuador

Ireland

France

England

BY BRANDl WILLIAMS
REPORTER

Imagine being able to study in a foreign
country
and still cam credit toward colScotland
Germany
lege. Information like this and more will
be offered at the Study Abroad Fair.
Costa ijica
Italy
About four years ago, several program
Finland
managers decided to create a place for each
group
to be able to advertise, recruit, and
Japan
talk to students about studying in other
countries. Each sponsor displays information on the program offered.
Thirty-four programs representing 23
Stud~ Abroad Fair
countries are offered. An international
Thursday, Nov. 14
food buffet will also be served.
''Any student on this campus interested
11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
in
studying abroad can earn credit in their
Curris Center, 2nd Floor
major. minor, area, or electives areas,"
said Linda Bartnik, Studies Abroad CoorSource: Center for tnlematlonal"Studies
dinator.
Jon Lowry/Graphics Manager

"We would not let them go if we thought
they were not going to get a useful credit,"
Bartnik said. "It would be a disservice to
them and it would not be professionally
ethical."
"I received six hours of German Language credits in one semester," said Vernita Largin, a student who spent a semester
in Rcgensburg, Germany.
The time span of the different programs
ranges from two weeks to an entire year.
"If a student goes on a short-term program with our faculty, then they can
expect that those faculty members will
have excursions that have something to do
with the class they teach you," Bartnik
said. "Because there is no point in teaching
a history class in Germany unless you are
going to go visit the sights where that history happened."
"One of the aspects of Study Abroad is

that you can get out of the classroom and
experience what you are learning," Bartnik
said.
"I thought it was an excellent program,"
said Amy McClure, a student who spent a
semester in England "l t was very well
organized and I met many interesting people."
"I would recommend it not only because
of the education, but because you meet so
many people of different cultures," Largin
said. ·
"I would r ecommend the program
because it is a good growing experience,"
McClure said.
''Anyone wit h any desire to travel would
benefit from the programs because you get
credits for college, it is affordable, a nd it is
an experience you will never fo rget,"
Largin said.

MSU offers degree program to teach abroad
required or highly desirable.
"It is becoming the most desirable
degree for those who want to teach
A unique master's degree is now English abroad," Anita Lawson, direcoffered from MSU.
tor of the M.A. in TESOL program
The master of arts in Teaching Eng- ~aid.
•
lish to Speakers of Other Languages
Positions are particularly numerous
(TESOL) is the only master's program in Asia and the Middle East.
of its kind available in Kentucky.
The TESOL program was developed
The M.A. in TESOL is the recog- in response to the University's internized teaching degree in the field of national mission, student interest,
English as a Second Language (ESL) and the need for teachers prepared to
instruction.
teach English to non-native speakers.
The program includes a set curricuWhen advertising for English faculty, international schools and colleges lum of 34 semester hours, including
frequently mention this degree as six hours of field experience. A credit-

Bv SHELLEY

STREET

STAfF WRITER

bearing internship of two months is
required at the end of the program.
Many of these internships are salaried
positions which may outlast the
internship period.
The curriculum is based on guidelines developed by the international
professional organization, also called
TESOL.
Classes feature instruction and
experiences which contribute directly
to competencies in linguistics, language instr uction, assessment and
culture.
Four of the courses make up a certification endor sement by the State Pro-

fessional Standards Board which can
be added to a teaching degree.
"The principals out there are very
eager to get someone with these credentials," Lawson said.
Most courses are offered at night
and regular summer offerings a re
scheduled. F ull-time students should
be able to earn the degree in less than
two calendar years.
Special requirements for unconditional admission to the TESOL program include an undergraduate major
in English or a foreign language a nd
12 hours of one modern foreign Ian-

Congr_~tions

Washers still

75¢

of

Society

Alpha
We

Andy Lee/Senior Staff Photographer

Jamie Waldrop, graduate student
from Hayfield and Dr. Michael Horgan evaluate lessons on culture.

Monday-Saturday 8:30 a .m .-·11 p.m.
Sunday 9 a .m .- 11 p .m .

er&

L
Laundry Service & Alterations

Seniors
Consid er This

The Bureau of Labor and Statistics reports that the
median annual salary of those with a professional
degree such as an MBA, MA or MS is $67,131 com~
pared to $34,666 with only a bachelor's.

Join the growing number of students entering a
graduate study at.Mu rray S ta te. Give yourself
a better opportunity for:

apartxnent clean. So chill out. Hit the
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Greater flexibility and more rapid
career advancement.
A higher beginning salary that remains
with you throughout your careers.

2.
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cartons and well, jUSt

l31f3 APPLt

CAff
641 South

Puryear, Tenn.

(90 1)247-5798

Serving Mexican Food
& Deli Sandwiches from
11 a.m. - 11 p.m.
Bar

i
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open till midnight
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Use this coupon to get a FREE moVie rental.
Limit one free rental per customer account. Not valid with any
other offers. Membership rules apply. Offer valid at Murr~zy
store only. GOOD THROUGH NOVEMBER 10,1996.
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New course rocks music department
Bv j ENNIFER PoTIER

musical elements of rock 'n' roll
and its style.
"Rock 'n' Roll was invented
Do you want to know more for fun and dance, and it reinabout rock 'n' roll and greats vented itself with each decade,"
IHtc Elvi::.> Presley and the Bea- she said.
Lies?
Bates wiU also look at the
Well, Kny Bates and the socioeconomic factors and
music departmen t have a class world events that affected the
for you.
music. Events such as the VietBates, associate professor of nam War had an impact and
rnusic, said she is excited about the lyrics of rock took on a diflhe new class called The Histo- ferent meaning.
ry of Rock and Roll.
Using video tapes from the
"I'm hnving a ball," she said. Time-Life Series on the Beatles,
"ll's.sort oflikc being 16 again." and taped performances of
The department had dis- Elvis and Little Richar.t, stut'ussed offering a class on the dents will be able to see the
history of rock 'n' roll music for people they are studying and
three years and fi na lly decided hear the music. For example,
she said students need to see
lo gl\'e it a· trial run.
She said it will focus on the Little Richard perform to comhistory of the music from the pare him to Prince 30 years
r hythm and blues of the late later.
Bates said she has been
1940s, through the 50s, 60s and
inU> the early 1970s. The cur- working hard to collect the CDs
riculum wilJ trace the lives of and videos for the class. "I have
gn•nt performers who influ- so much stuff that if I taught
f'nced the face of the music the class five times, I could use
scene like Little Richard, the different music eath time."
Beatles, Elvis, Chuck Berry
AB a result of her research,
nnd Jerry Lee Lewis.
she said, "I've discovered some
ln the course of the study, the great groups. I pretty much
dass will also touch on the turned the radio off in 1970
A SSI!iTI\NT COLlEGE LIFE EDITOR

when I began singing in the
opera world.•
After receiving her masters
degree, Bates attended the
Philadelphia Academy of Performing Arts and sang with the
Philadelphia Opera Company.
Later she worked as a freelance
professional in Philadelphia
and Opera Oratorio.
After the birth of her daughter, Bates returned to western
Kentucky to try teaching
because her parents lived close
by and she liked the small town
atmosphere.
She said when she came here
18 years ago she did not know if
she would be a good teacher,
but she liked it too much to
ever leave it.
With the new class , The History of Rock 'n' Roll, she is listening to it differently than she
did as a teen-ager.
"I have to listen to it as a way
of study, like classical music...
The class is a 400-level music
course, but it is open to any student interested who has had
music appreciation, jazz appreciation, or advanced music
appreciation.

Seth Dixon/staff
Kay Bates, associate professor of music is excited to be teaching a new class on the History of Rock
'n' Roll. She has spent a great deal of time compiling posters, videos, CDs, tapes and phonograph
records as materials for the course which begins In the spring.

Panhellenic Council
Would like to thank the
sisters of
Alpha Sigma Alpha
for Teeter for To~s
and would also like to
thank everyone who came
out to support them and
their philanthropy!

Panhellenic Council
Would like to
thank the brothers of
Sigma Tau Gamma
for a great
Running of the Bulls.

We had a great time!

MAKE

ADIFFERENCE!
would like to congratulate
its newest members!

The American Humanics Program (AH) at
Murray State University offers an academic minor in
Youth Agency Administration, specifically designed
for students who want to Make A Difference throug~
programs of education, health and fitness, recreation
and character development.
Call Roger Weis at 762-3808 or stop by room 108 of Carr Heath Building for an
informal meeting.
·

You

MAY REGISTER FOR EITHER OR BOTH OF THE

FOLLOWING CLASSES FOR THE SPRING TERM:
YAA290

Current Trends and Issues
in Conummity Service
Programs (actual
community service work)

YA A 351

Leadership and Support
Sybtems for Youth Agency
Administration.

9:30 - 10:45 a.m.

11 a.m.- 12:15 p.m.

Special AH Scholarships and_Loans Are Available

T&Th

T&Th

Lesley Pressley
Donna Parrish
Gretchen Keyser
Joni Hyde
Jo Beth Watkins
Ashley Calhoun
Paulette Lohman
;l_(eely Polzynski
Jaime Burnett ~ . ~t .. ~.·Emily Heppler
Jennifer Freeman
Jennifer Smith ~ \I
Lei~ha Starks *' "' . .~~: lt .Eiizabeth S~nley
Tama Gamble'
. ~ '·'·· ..:it'· Anna.Hawkins
Erica Hite
\..
~U 'Lowes
Ju.lie
Woodrome
Dana Blank~nshi~~~-~ · · ,
·if:
Heather Hodge·· ·
Jenny Elliot
Joy Minks H .
Andrea,Harvey
Jennifer Renfroe;.
Tina H.owk
Ashley Bowles
Sherry- Patrick
Angelft,Mitchem
Gina Thrner
Krista Zinschlag
Keri Bazzell
Kristen Crew
HeatHer O'Neill
1
Sara Rivers
;Jamie Moses
Emily Yonts
Lisa Highfil
Robin Lasher
Rhonda 'Keel
Beth Spradling
Brittany Bean
Ashlea McLerran
Kamala Walker
Mandy Roby
Angela Ishmael
Jennifer McKendree
Nicole Ramey
J, ·,

'

I

J

'
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Peers advocate dialogue

Talent show features
student performers

HEAT promotes awareness, clears up misconceptiop.s on issues

Bv kATIE THOMAS

from peer educators to peer
ASSISTANT C OLLEGE LifE EDITOR
advocates because educators
implies an expert knowledge of
The HEAT is on !
the subject, but the students
HEAT is the Health Education
are just expected to stimulate
Advocate Tea m and they are
discussion.·
"turned on to promoting social
"When students have a
and health issues."
problem most go to their
Known to some as peer advopeers," Ethridge said. "We give
cates, HEAT is a student group
them effective coping strategies
establish ed in th e fa ll of 1992.
to respond more effectively. It
The original organization was
also gives the peer advocates a
a volunteer unit which focused
chance to grow themselves."
on issues such as diversity, alcoJill Stafford, senior from
hol awar eness, a nd sexually
St. Louis, Mo., is president of
transmitted diseases.
And y lee/Senior Staff Photographer the peer advocates group. She
Jane Ethridge, director of the
Fro m left, Vanessa Ervin, sophomo re from Paducah and Jill said she joined after she saw a
Women's Center, said interest in Stafford, senior from Paducah, speak fo r Peer Advocates.
flyer in student health adverthe program waxed and waned,
tising the organization.
but · now sh e and Yvonne
"rve always been interestShe said the peer advocates concept is to
Stephens, assistant professor of health, initiate dialogue on difficult topics and to ed in health issues," she said.
P.E., and recreation, are heading up the provide students, college, high school and
Stafford said she has benefited greatly
course, and h ope to see it continue to grow. middle school. with information and skills from the experience in the group by having
Tl)ey have revamped the program by cre- to prevent alcohol, drug abuse and STDs.
the opportunity to talk to a number of difating a class worth three hours of credit.
"We also want to promote a greater ferent kinds of students, staff, faculty and
"By mak ing it part of the curriculum, we awareness of physical and sexual viole nce, community member s.
gave st udents an incentive to participate gender relations, intercultural communica"It's j ust fun," she said. "It is wonderful
in the program," Ethridge said.
tion and the value oflearning about people to be able to clear up misconceptions and
As an actua l course, Ethridge said they of other cultures to become more than we talk about controversia l issues. I've gained
not only knowledge of those issues, but the
can a dequately train the students and bet- are," she said.
ability
to communicate about them.~"
Ethridge said they changed the name
ter plan and schedule programs.

Bv jENNIFER

PonER

Congratulations

\..

Mal~e Hallmarl~ Your Fn:st

StopoftheSeason!

{I

I{EADMOR£

Would like to
thank the
sisters
of Sigma Sigma Sigma
for a great
Play -a - thon!

"" ,.....
. Love, ·:

'

University $tudents will soon have a chance for that once in
a lifetime opportunity...the chance to become a star.
For the third year in a row, Murray State has once .again
been selected as one of 100 colleges and universities in the
nation to compete in the Mastercard Collegiate Talent Search
(Mastercard ACTS). Murray's talent show will be Nov. ~8 at 7
p.m. at Long John Silvers in the Curns Center.
Prizes will be awarded to the top three performing acts.
First place will win a $100 gift certificate from the University
Bookstore, second place will win a $50 gift certificate and
third place will win a $25 certificate.
· The first place winner will then go on to compete in a regional semifinal contest. If thel win there7 that winner advances
to the National Final Contest of the Mastercard ACTS in
Philadelphia, Pa, in February. Twelve of the finest college acts
in the country will compete for the title of "Best Student Act
in America,"' and a grand prize of $25,000 ($16,000 to the person and $10,000 to that person's college or university) and t he
opportunity to pcrfonn live in front of entertainment industry
professionals.
Contestants may sign up now on the second floor of the Curria Center through Nov. 6.
There are two performance categories: 1) Musical (instrdmental and/or vocall and 2) comedy. Each act is Uinited to
seven people and performance time can be no longer than five
minutes each. At least half of the people in an act must be
enrolled at Murray State, each taking at. least six hours of
credit. Each perfonner must also be at least 18 years of age.

Panhellenic Council

4 my Ponder,_.,
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SENIOR STAFF WRITER

BOOK-tJ-CARD i!;-·
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the sisters of Alpha Sigma Alpha

e9MC tg gfA" H(}/jJJ.~ Open H~tAfe
Saturda)•, NfJVembn· 16 '~t1 Sunday, Nut•nnbtr J 7
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II ADVERTISE

CHRISTMAS IDEAS!

You Don't Need
To Be AMath Whiz
To Define Pie.

qUl' lts

Oil lamps

potter)'

toysrugs \\o\Oe<S

c~~e

hats
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bBJECTS

ornaments

jewelry
sweaters

-
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Yl {ja[(erg of :Fine am£ :Functiona[ 06jects
CLAY, FIBER, GLASS, METAL, STONE, WOOD

"on the court square"
113 S. 4th St.

Thanks to all
the fraternities

Check Your Local Yellow Pages
for the Pizza Hut• Restaurant Nearest You.
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who particpa.ted in
Alpha Sigma Alpha's
Teeter for Tots"
Congratulations to
Lambda Chi Alpha (1st Place)
Alpha Sigma Phi (2nd Place)
& Sigma Pi (3rd Place)
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MSU races into OVC tests
Milestones
The Murray State football team
is again rewriting MSU and Ohio
Valley Conference record books:
• Cornerback William Hampton
surpassed Bruce Walker as
MSU's all-time leader In career
interceptions with 17
• Jesse Jones (670 yards) and
Reginald Swinton (612 yards) are
on pace to become MSU's first
receivers to reach the 1,QOO-yard
plateau in a single season.
• Placekicker Rob Hart is four
field goals and 17 points from
breaking the OVC single-season
standards for field goals and
scoring.
• Quarterback Mike Cherry 1s
now fourth on MSU's all-time
passing list with 3,667 yards.
Source: MSU Sports Information

Mike Ohstrom/Sports Editor

scoring the opening touchdown in MSU's
35-28 win at Eastern Illinois Oct. 19.
The Racer defense has relocated its
The pieces of the puzzle have finally innate ability to gather interceptions, pickcome together for the Murray State foot- ing off heralded EIU quarterback Mike
ball team, thanks in large part to the Simpson twice.
Racers' bye week as they reload for
Placekicker Rob Hart continues to shine,
Saturday's duel with Tennessee Tech at as he is second among Division l·AA play1:30 p.m. at Stewart Stadium.
ers in field goals and eighth in scoring.
For the first time this year, MSU will
And most importantly, the goal is in
field the same offensive line in consecutive sight for the Racers, who can clinch a sec·
games, bolstered by the play of Kentucky ond-straight Ohio Valley Conference
transfer Rob Reynolds.
championship with wins over the visiting
Quarterback Mike Cherry has hit his Golden Eagles and at Eastern Kentucky
stride, throwing just one interception in Nov. 9 in Richmond.
his last four contests while making deadly
With all of these factors in his team's
use of wide receivers Jesse Jones and favor, MSU head coach Houston Nutt
Reginald Swinton for l l of the Racers' 14 knows his only concern is keeping his fifthpassing touchdowns on the season.
ranked Racers (6-1, 5-0 OVC) from overTailback Anthony Downs regained his looking 'ITU, who boast the OVC's best
step after a disappointing 63-yard output pass defense and punt returner in wide
against Tennessee-Martin Oct. 12, gaining receiver o'emond Stone.
a career-best 113 yards on 18 carries and
"We've got something that could be very,
BY MIKE 0HSTROM

SPORTS EDITOR

very special, and we have to concentrate on
the task at hand," said Nutt, whose Racers
have won 13 straight conference games.
"People remember November, and we have
to focus on one game at a time."
The Racers are back at full strength, as
strong safety Elliott Dunn, running back
and special teams performer. Tim
Scarborough and offensive lineman Alex
Broxton have all returned from injury.
Broxton, however, will not regain his starting job, as Nutt is satisfied with the 6'6",
310-pound Reynolds at left. guard.
"Rob Reynolds had a real good game
(against EIU), and we'd like to keep some •
continuity \vith those same five guys,"
Nutt said.
Swinton thinks another OVC title would
solidify MSU's stance as a league power,
much like how he and Jones have ruled the
passing lanes.
"We demand respect because nobody can
shut both of us down," Swinton said.

Danny

Competitors position their horses for judging during the Hurray State
Intercollegiate Horse Show Friday through Sunday at the West Kentucky Expo

VoweiiNisual Editor

Center. Hurray State's equestrian team won its 1996-97 season opener on the
strength of nine first-place finishes, including four by Gretchen Keyser.

Keyser paces equestrian win
Bv

EDDIE GRANT

SPORTS STAFF WRITER

Murray State's equestrian
team claimed the overall
reserve points title at the MSU
Intercollegiate Horse Show
Sunday at the West Kentucky
Exposition Center.

MSU welcomed teams from
Middle Tennessee State,
Southeast Missouri State,
Southern Illinois, Western
Kentucky and Truman College
for the three-day event, which
featured 58 rounds and over 18
classes of competition.
Racer head coach Dallas

Hastings, Racers
~~~.~t big victory
An attitude adjustment toward competition keyed the Murray
State rifle team's 113-point win at the MSU Invitational
Saturday at the Pat Spurgin Rifle Range, according to bead coach
Elvis Green.
"I think we made some mental adjustments this past weekend,"
Green said. "The team came out and seemed to be more mentally
focus. We've still got a long ways to go, but it was a good win for
us because just about everybody had a good outing and that1s
important,"
In taking first, the MSU Gold team beat Xavier 6162-6049,
while the MSU Blue team took third place, 39 points behind the
Musketeers. Rose-Hulman placed fourth scoring 5556 points, followed by Austin Peay State (1319) and Mississippi (1152), who
only fielded air rifle squads.
The Racers scored the four highest totals in the smallbore competition; led by freshman Marra Hastings, who shot a 1173 mark
for the highest individual score. Sophomore Ken Hicks earned
1,157 points, while freshman Joel Antonioli and junior Iryt
Chance accumulated 1156 and 1144 points, respectively.
"I really feel like I could have done a lot better than what I did,"
said Hastings, who targeted 399 of 400 possible points from the
prone position with the smallbore rifle. "I was really surprised
with my score in smallbore because I knew I shot a lot better than
I had been, but I still didn't feel like my performance was as good
as it was."
Senior Amanda Stone fired the meet's top air rifle score with a
391 as five Racers were among the meet's seven highest air rifle
totals. Stone was followed by Hastings' 385, junior Jake Fisher's
383 and Antonioli's 380 in the event.
"I try to concentrate on basically relaxing and not getting too
wrapped up in it, and following through on my shot," Stone said.
"You can't worry about how good you want to do or how good you
want to shoot. You just have to concentrate on one thing at a
time."
MSU will take a two-meet winning streak into the prestigious
Walsh Invitational at Xavier Nov. 9 in Cincinnati, followed by the
UK Invitational Nov. 10 in Lexington. Hastings believes she and
MSU will continue to aim true after winning at home and at the
Tennessee Tech Invitational Oct. 19 in Cookeville.
"Now I know I can win a competition, and that gives me confidence that I'll do well in the Walsh Invitational;" Hastings said.

Terry is proud of how his riders
did at MSU's first show of the
year, which the team also organized and directed.
"Considering all of the preparations and work that went
into putting on the show, I am
extremely proud of our rider's
performance," he said.

Gretchen Keyser led MSU
with four first-place finishes,
two each in novice equitation
and novice equitation over
fences.
"I feel I drew great horses to
ride that, combined with the
support of my teammates,
helped me to win," Keyser said.

"Our team has gotten close in a
very short amount of time, and
we have grown to support each
other's efforts."
Ella Hakanson, Sbellie
Carmoney, Marti Swartz,
Laura Minton and Michelle
Francis won their respective
events for MSU.

Roommates clash in
fencing tournament
Bv CHRIS JoNES
REPORTER

A friendly rivalry capped the
Murray State "fencing club's
annual Mock Tournament
Saturday in the North Gym of
the Carr Health Building.
Marc Beaven, a freshman
from Morganfield, used speed
and guile to defeat his roommate and fellow Morganfield
freshman Ryan Lawyer 15-12
in the tournament final.
"When I fence, I try and use
calculation, deception and
quickness," Beaven said. "I try
to make people think I'm going
to do something, and then I do
something else."
Beaven also had the best
record during the qualifying
round, earning him the top
seed in the double-elimination
meet, followed by Sarah
Goddard, Andy Ulrich, Jeremy
Bass and Lawyer.
But while Beaven took
advantage of his first-round
bye on his way to the title bout,
Lawyer had to battle his way to
the championship by beating
Ulrich twice, winning 15-13
and 15-12, respectively.
"It came down to the wire in
both matches, and 1 guess the
breaks just went my way,"
Lawyer said.
In the finaL Beaven jumped
out to an 8-5 lead when Lawyer
broke his sword tip, which post-

Gwen Dyas/Staff

One Hurray State fencing club member thwarts another during
HSU's Hock Tournament Saturday in the North Gym.

poned the match for 45 minutes.
When
the match
resumed, Beaven held off a late
charge by Lawyer to win the
match 15-12 and the Mock
Tournament crown.
The Mock Tournament prepares the team for the Racer's
Edge Invitational, which will
be held Nov. 16 in the North

Gym.

"The positive thing about this
tournament was that all the
fencers who hadn't fenced in a
tournament before got their
experience today," said club
president David Schneck. "Now
they have an idea of what it's
going to be like when they fence
in the Racer's Edge."

Football success,
bad pubHcity
affects interest
in MSU hoops
Anot)ler
Halloween Sports
has passed by, Talk
yet Murray
State's men's
basketball
program, once
the kingpin of
MSU athletics, has been
placed on the
back burner
as it prepares )ASON VAns
to open the Reporter
1996-97 bas- ' - - - - - - - '
ketball campaign in 22 short
days.
Why, may you ask, has a program that has appeared in
postseason action eight of the
past nine years, including five
NCAA Tournament entries, be
playing second fiddle? The
answer boils down to two key
points.
After 8 dismal 2-9 record
during former head football
conch Mike Mahoney's final
season in 1992, many believed
the end of scholarship football
at MSU was near.
MSU had been the doormats
of the Ohio Valley Conference
for three years in which it posted a combined total of three
conference victories. OVC powerhouses such as Eastern
Kentucky
and
Middle
Tennessee State trampled the
hapless Racers by astounding
scores.
Enter Houston Nutt in 1993.
After two seasons of growing
pains, Nutt took the reins of
the Racers and led the team to
an undefeated season , an OVC
championship and a playoff
berth in 1995.
Proving that last year's
accomplishments were not a
fluke, the 1996 Racers are 6-1,
ranked fifth nationally, and
once again in the driver's S'eat-for another OVC championship
and 1-AA playoff spot this season. Not bad for a squad that
was being referred to as the
"Ponies" four short years ago.
In prior years, students and
residents of the area would be
anxiously anticipating the
commencement of the basketball season as early as late
September because of the ineffectiveness of the gridiron
gang. It is more of a credit to
Nutt and his players than a
knock against the men's basketball team that this trend
has come to a halt.
Meanwhile, the Racer basketball program has received
negative publicity of late which
has cast an ominous shadow on·
the team, despite the best
efforts of second-year head
coach Mark Gottfried.
First came the disturbing
report that MSU had graduated just three of its 22 senior
men's basketball players in the
past five years. In fact, not one
player earned a degree during
Scott Edgar's three years at
MSU.
Next came the news that five
members of Gottfried's first
recruiting class were declared
ineligible for this season, leaving the Racers with 10 eligible
scholarship players.
The Vincent Rainey incident
in which he was indirectly
involved with a recent Murray
drug bust also raised many
questions and
eyebrows.
Though no charges have been
nor probably will be brought
against MSU's lone returning
starter, observers have toquestion Rainey's judgment of
acquaintances.
Fortunately, Rainey has
since accepted his responsibilities as a team leader and has
done his best to put that frightening episode behind him.
Do not get me wrong. I am
not forecasting the downfall of
' the men's basketball program,
nor am I accusing the program
of becoming scandalous or disgraceful to the University.
In fact, I remain confident
that the Racers can regain the
glory and positive headlines of
the past.
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Racers thwarted by EIU
BY )ASON YATES
REPORTER

Danny Voweii/Visual Editor

jacob Keown (center) watches an Elizabeth College teammate
vent his frustrations after d ropping a pass in Richmond College's
13-6 win Tuesday. Rich mond's Brian Levine (left) gives chase.

Levine, Richntond run

t o first flag football win
BY EDDIE GRANT

Murray State's volleyball
team
journeyed
into
Charleston,
I1l.,
Friday
attempting to avenge an earlier
home loss at the hands of Eastern Illinois. However, the Panthers had different ideas, as
EIU handed the Racers a
heartbreaking 15-9, 10-15, 1512, 14-16, 15-12 defeat.
The lo::~s was disappointing
for MSU head coach Brenda
Bowlin, but she is more focused
on the future.

""This was a game the team
really wanted to win, and we
had our chances but did not
take advantage of them," Bowlin said. "Anytime we lose, especially an Ohio Valley Conference match, we feel down. We
can't dwell on the loss because
we have six more important
conference matches left."
For the fifth consecutive
match, MSU's season-long
Achilles's heel of being unable
to capture the first set haunted
the team against the Panthers.
"I'm not sure why we have
trouble in the first game,"

they face Eastern Kentucky at
7 p.m. Friday. EKU, a 3-0 loser

to the Racers on Sept. 28, will
be the first of five straight OVC
opponent s to challenge MSU in
Racer Arena this week.
MSU will then host Morehead State at l p.m. Saturday,
followed by visits from Southeast Missouri State on Tuesday, Middle Tennessee State on
Friday, and Tennessee Tech on
·
Nov. 9.
"The next six games are what
count," Bowlin said.

Zimmer reaches Memphis final
"It was a very good match," said MSU
head coach Connie Keasling. "Martha j ust
wasn't able to come out on: top."
Martha Zimmer higblighted the play of
Zimmer, a junior from Atlanta, defeated
the Murray State women's tennis tea:m at .Angela Olsen of UT-Martin and Lindsey
the Memphis Invitational Sunday by mak- I v~rsen of St. Louis to reach the fmals.
ing the flight-on~ division finals befor:e
"Martha took advantage of a very good
losing 6-l, 7-6 to Louisville's Marisha draw." Keasling said.
Patel.
Zimmer and junior Brooke Bel:'ryman

REMRTER

Richmond College handed Elizabeth College's 'A' team a 13-6
loss Tuesday on the intramural field behind Winslow Dining Hall
in residential college tlag footbaU play.
,
Richmond took n 6-0 lead into halftime after an otherwise
uneventful tlrst stanza. But Elizabeth went the distance on the
opening possession of the second half to knot the score at 6-6.
Elizabeth, however, lost a golden opportunity to take the lead
on the first play from scrimmage after the ensuing kickoff.
After interceping a Richmond pass inside the 5-yard line, Elizabeth could not score and turned the ball over on downs. Two
plays later. Brian Levine scored on a run from midfield to put the
Richmond squad ahead 13-6.
"I just spun in the middle of them (Elizabeth defenders) and got
by," said Levine of his run. "I thought one of them got my flag, but
they didn't and I made it {to the end zone)."
Levine's scoring run came with less than two minutes to play in
the game, and although Elizabeth threatened, they failed to score.
The victory moved Richmond's record to 1-1 while Elizabeth
slipped to 0-3.
In other men's action, White (2-0) defeated Hart (0-2) 20-0.

to return to winning form as

.

Bv GREG STARK

SPOtm STAFf WRITER

The Racers (18-8, 8-4) will try

Bowlin said. "We seem to play
better when the pressure is on.
The most important thing is
coming out with a victory, and
more often than not, we do."
Despite the loss, the Racers
received a career-best performance of 29 kills from middle
hitter
Melissa
Bridges.
Bridges's accomplishments and
leadership does not come as' a
surprise to her coach.
"Melissa has led us offensively all year and has helped pull
this team together," Bowlin
said. "That is expected considering her role as a senior."

will compete in doubles play a t the &lex
Southeast qualifier at the University of
North Carolina in Cha pel Hill, which will
host a ll Division I teams from SOuth Carolina, North C$f01ina, TenneSSee and,.
Kentucky.
•They (Zimmer and Berr yma n) will
have a chance to go u p agail)st some of the
top playera in the country," said Keasling.

Rugby team outweighed at WKU
BY EDDIE GRANT
SPORTS STAff WRITER

It was a case of brawn over
brains as Western Kentucky
defeated the Murray State
rugby club 40-5 Saturday in
Bowling Green.
The Hilltopper team, which

consisted primarily of former
football players, rolled over the
Racers thanks to a considerable
weight advantage that turned
out to be MSU's downfall.
"They didn't have any trick
plays," said club president Josh
Andrews. "They just ran
straight at us and over us.

When you have a guy coming at
you weighing 310, he is going to
be hard to stop."
Andrews also said despite the
Racers' youth,•they have one of
the toughest schedules of any
team in the mid-south region.
"This has been and will continue to be a building semes-

ter," Andrews said.
The team's upcoming opponents include defending region
champions Middle Tennessee
State and Vanderbilt. The Racers will welcome Fort Campbell
to Murray at 1 p.m. Saturday
on the intramural fie lds behind
Winslow Dining Hall.

GO~CK

We

on

Love, ·
the sisters of WLA

Go Online Now!

November 2

Family Weekend

~NEW§llcG1H71r

Racer l'an Jam
-Racer Arena at 10 a.m.
Tailgate

Produced by Murray State University's student newspaper

Visit us on the World Wide Web

-stewart Stadium at 11 a.m.

at

Photo Buttons

http://www.thenews.org

-Curris Center third floor
Pictures with Stars

Produced by 1be Murray State News in
cooperation with LDD, Inc.-Clearly the Best!

-Tom Deluca
-Curris Center Ballroom at 7 p.m.

To subscribe to IDDNet call l-800-455-16o8

(All

events are fr ee)

UNIVERSITY STORE
..........,.,"'......

·--

"Sleepers"
Friday 8 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Sunday 1 - 4 P·l11·
Monday - Thursday 8 a.m. - 8 p.m.
2nd Floor Curtis Center

Come by and see our great
Christmas Gifts!
Mom & Dad Sweatshirts
and souvenir items available!

Last
I Dance
Sharron Stone

!SPY
IlARDI
I
Lulie

Neifton

Tuesday, Nov. 5
Call 753-8084 to reserve your copy!!!
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Football
NCAA 1-AA TOP 25
Team
Record
1. Marshall
8-0
2. Montana
7-0
3. Northern Iowa
7-1
4. Troy State
7-1
5. Murray State
6-1
6. Delaware
7-1
7. Southwest Missouri State 6-2
7-2
8. Northern Arizona
9. East Tennessee State
7-1
10. Jackson State
6-1
5-2
11. Stephen F. Austin
12. Florida A&M
6-1
13. Western Illinois
7-1
6-2
14. Furman
15. William & Mary
6-2
6-2
16. Villanova
5·2
17. Eastern Illinois
18. James Madison
6-2
6-2
19. Eastern Washington
20. New Hampshire
5-2
21. Youngstown State
6-2
22. Northwestern State
4-3
6-3
23. Indiana State
24. Columbia
6-0
25. Southern
5-2

OVC Standings
Team
Murray State
E. Kentucky
Eastern Illinois
Tenn. State
Tenn. Tech

OVC

Overall

W L

W L

5
4
3
3
3

0

6 1

0

4 3

1

5 2
4 3

1
2

4 3

SEMO
2 3
2 5
MTSU
1 4
3 5
Tenn.-Martin
0 5
0 7
APSU
0 5
0 8
Last Week's Results
Eastern Illinois 35, Tennessee
Tech 27; Southeast MissouriState 16, Middle Tennessee
State 13 (OT); Eastern Kentucky 45, Tennessee-Martin 7;
Tennessee State 38, Austin
Peay State 14.
Saturday's Games
Tennessee-Martin at Southeast Missouri State, noon; Tennessee State at Eastern Kentucky, 12:30 p.m.; Eastern Illinois at Austin Peay State, 1:30
p.m.; Tennessee Tech at Murray State, 1:30 p.m.

FRIDAY
Volleyball - Eastern Kentucky vs. MSU at 7 p.m. in Racer Arena
Men's Tennis- Intercollegiate Tennis Association Region Ill
Qualifier in Nashville, Tenn.

SATURDAY
Football -Tennessee Tech vs. MSU at 1:30 p.m. at Stewart
Stadium
Men's Tennis -ITA Region Ill Qualifier in Nashville, Tenn.
Volleyball - Morehead State vs. MSU at 1 p.m. in Racer Arena
Cross Country - Ohio Valley Conference Championships in
Martin, Tenn.
Rugby - Fort Campbell vs. MSU at 1 p.m. on the intramural
fields behind Winslow Dining Hall

Sl)NDAY
Men's Tennis - ITA qualifier in Nashville, Tenn.

TUESDAY
Volleyball - Southeast Missouri State vs. MSU at 7 p.m. in Racer
Arena

Volleyball

THURSDAY
Men's Basketball - Blue-Gold Scrimmage at 7 p.m. in Racer
Arena

EIU 3, MSU 2
Friday at Charleston, Ill.

FRIDAY

Team
1 2 3 4 5
MSU (18-8)
9 15 12 16 12
EIU (12-13)
15 10 15 14 15
Kins -Murray State 78
(Bridges 29), Eastern Illinois
(Wells 22). Assists - Murray
State 75 (Hoffman 59), Eastern
Illinois 68 (Harper 58). Aces Murray State 9 (Wojinski 5),
Eastern Illinois (Harper 3). Digs
- Murray State 104 (Hoffman
23), Eastern Illinois 113 (Austin
24). Blocks- Murray State 14

Volleyball - Middle Tennessee State vs. MSU at 7 p.m. in Racer
Arena
(Diebold, Brashers 2); Eastern
Illinois 23 (Brown 7).

Rifle
MSU INVITATIONAL
Saturday at Spurgin Rifle Range

S
A
T
1. MSU ('A') 4623 1539 6162

Jill & Angle you both did a wonderful job
with Initiation and Feast of Roses .
Thanks for all your hard worll. • Sisters
In ArA
To the SUPERCALIFRAGILISTIC
EXPIALIDOCIOUS Joy. Next lime you
dtclde to breal< Into my house and
sneak into my bedroom. make sure I'm
home. Till then 111 be walling • RICO
Congratulations to D:t's New members
of the week: Juf.e Gnflin, Brendt Gad·
dte, Amber Davis, & Slephan.e Keele!
Shawn Smee Good Ludt at Mr MSU.
The sisters of ArA will be cheerang lor
you • Sisters of ArA
tX's Thanks for a great ttme et our
mixer and for letting us help with the
Haunted House. Both were a tutl • Sis·
tars of ArL\

t1T Thanks for a great bme at Running
of the Bulls! • Sisters of ArA
Punky, Have no fear, RiCo's here.
Th1nos will work out!!!
•

'M" Sony fOf start•ng lhe weelt of! on the
wrong foot. Glad we got bac;l( on treck.
Love you lots, Bee.
To the volunteer wannabe In search of a
man. I think you are just looking In all
the wrong places. You are not limited to
Murray, Ky. Rico
We have the best managers In the
whole world. You guys are the greatast.
Jen & Jason. Your dedicated crew.
JW, I wouldn't normaly ay thiS. But you
look pretty hot an a 2 piece bathmg suit.
For a guy that Is. Your tittle Bro. Rico
Happy IMhday Janet Barnett Novem·
berSth.

Hastings
1173 385 1558
AntonioU
1156 380 1536
Fisher
1137 383 1520
1157
1157
Hicks
Stone
391
391
2. Xavier 4534 1515 6049
3. MSU '8 ' 4520 1490 6010

4. R· H
41 73 1383
5. APSU
1319
1152
6. Mississippi

dent Sales Representatives earn cash.
800·735-5286.

MS: For all the joy that you have
brought to my life. For fNery dream that
you've made come true. MC

Rico Thanks for the Koot·Ald, a<Mce,
and Top Gun. Can't watt bl next timelll
Punky

Fixed ratas 800-669-8957.
CASH NOWI • We purchase mort·
gages, annuities, and business ' notes,
Since 1984 highest prices paid . Free
esttmates, prompt professional aervice.
Colonial Financiai800·96!H200 ext. 58

NOTICE
Beginning In the Spnng semester, n111
Murray SfBitl News will have openings
for AdVertising Sales Reps.

FOR SALE

Seized Cars from $175 Porsches,
Cadtllacs, Chevys, BMWs, Corvettes.
Also Jeeps, 4WD's, Your Area . Toll
Free 1-800-898-sna Ext. A-7508 lor
current listings.

WOLFF TANNING BEDS • Tan at
home. Buy direct and seve! Commercial
or home units from $199.00 low
monthly payments. Free color catalog.
Call today B00-842-1305.

College Credit Card CotporattOn FUNDRAISER Plan row for next semester.
Motivated groups needed to eam $500
+ promoting AT&T, D<scover, Gas &
Retall cards. SlOC8 1964, we've helped
thousands of groups raise the money
they need. Free CD for qualified ca
. liars.
Call Gina 800-592-2121 ext. 11 o

WOLFA WOLFF! WOLFFI • Factory
direct distnbutor olfering lhe largest
variety m the ~ with over 50 dtf·
lerent new model tanning beds to
choose rrom. 600-626-4252.
ACCEPTING BIOS • 1929 Nash Coupe.
Rumble seat Dual ignition, garaged 35
years. Description with piCture. S.A.S E.
plus $2.00 to: Car, 1009 Whitley Ave..
Cort)in, KY 40701.

CONWAY TWITIY ESTATE AUCTION
II· Saturday, November 2 • 9:30 a m., I·
65, Ex•t e. Franklin, KY. MusiC. Person·
al Items. Collecbbles, Ron Kirby Auctioneer 502·586-8288.

20120 WITHOUT GLASSES! • Safe,
rapid, non-surgical, permanent restore·

!too 6-8 weeks. Airline pilot deVeloped.

TWO STEEL BUILDINGS • (1) 40x20
was $5,650 wiH sell for $2,290, (1)
40x50 was $9300, Mil seu lor SS580. In
storage, never put up. Blueprints indud·
ed 600-292..0111.

Doctor approved. Free information by
mall: 800-422-7320, ext. 213. 406-961·
fax
406-961·5577.
5570,
httpl /www.visionlreedom.com SatlsfactJon guaranteed.

BE YOUR OWN BOSS • Large profit
potential processing insurance cla•ms
and blUing for healthcare provtders
Software purchase required No expt~ri·
ence necessary Financing available.
http://www.samsl.com/800·722·SAMS.

HELP WANTED
News Opentng WMOK radtO in Metrop·
olis has an Immediate opening for an
expenencad news darector, only experienced applicants will be conSidered,
computer s.kllls a must. aend 1ape and
reaume to Michele Kldd e.o.e director
WMOK Inc. P 0 Box 720 Metropolis, Ill.
62960. WMOK is a E.O.E company

EXCELLENT PROFITS • log Home
Wholesalers. Join proven 18 year log
Manufacturer. 16 Kiln.Oried log styles,
starting $9800. Exclusive terntory. Mr.
Buck 8()().321-5647, Old· Timer Log
Homes.

AVON - $7·$15 a hour commlsSlOfl.lrs
ez! No door-to-door. No minimum order.
Benefits & bonuses. Successful executiVe hotfine 600-SELL-AVON lndepen-

CASH FOR HOME OWNERS - Credlt
problems understood. No applicatlOII
fee. As low as $10,000 for $95 a

Now is lhe time to caU Leisure Tours
and get free Information lor Spring
Break Packages to South Padre, Cancon, Jamaica and Florida. Reps need·
ed.~ Travel Free and eam commis·
sions. 800-838·8203.
S1000'a Poutble Reading Books.
Part Time. At Home. Toll Free
(1)800898·9n8 Ext. R·7508 for Ust·
lngs.
AVIATION • Mechanics needed. 'Will
rain; no experience needed 17·34 year
old. H.S grads. ean 800·284-6289.

DRIVER. TRAINERS RAISE YOUR
STANDARDS AND YOUR PAY · Benefits pacltage, average 1800 miles per
trip. Top tralnef eam 70K Experienced
drivers 800-441-4394 Graduate students B00-338-6428.

DRIVERS REGIONAL FLAll!ED Home weekends end through lhe woek.
Family medical & denllll. Home holidays, 401K. $34,000+ annually. One
year OTR required. Wabash Valley,
600-246-6305.

DRIVERS EXP, 0/0- Recent school
grads. Builders Transport IS now htring
in your area for our van , natbed & dedicated neets. Call today: 800·762·1819.

DRIVER • e.m $500 per week guaran·
teed! Solos average 2.500 miles a
week, teams average 5,000 mnes a
week. Over 80% dropon·hook, no
cabovers or skp seating. S00,729·9no.

SAlES PEOPLE NEEDED • For faslas1
growing mini dish company. Great com·
missions, excellent opportuntty for
bonuses. All areas needod. call 800356-43&4 lor details.

PLUMBERS NEEDED - Lexk,gton &
Louisville. Service work. Top pay & b. en·
efits Htre on bonus. 800-829-6609

MOBILE HOME LOANS • 5% down,
refinancing, equity loan Free sellers
package, land or home loans. Green

Tree Fmanc:ial, fl00.895·1900. Nation's
leading mobile home lender.
HAPPY JACK TRIVEAMICIOE: Recognized safe & effecttve against hook,
round & !apeWDrms In dogs & cats.
Available 0·T.C at Soultlem Stales.

TRAVEL
A BEAUTIFUL CANDLELIGHT OLDFASHIONED WEDDING • Smoky
Mounlalns near Gatlinburg, ovenoo~ing
river, hor&e•drawn carriage, cabins.
jacuui, ordained mlnlsl1!ts. No teats or
waiting. lieartland SOD-448-8697

SMOKY MOUNTAINS • Ufettme of
memories. Experience the beauty and
romance of a mounta111 wedding In
Gatlinburg Ordained ministers, no
blood test or walling. Honeymoon l.odg·
tog, 600-258·6791
SELL TO 40+ MILLION CUSTOMERS
WORLDWIDE • VIa your own free com·
pany •nternet web Stte. Call toll free. no
obligation 888·2 USA411 (888·287·
2411) http://www usa41 t com.

(VOWS).

MARRY ON A MOUNTAIN - Be married ..........
111 our magolfl08nt mountaintop chapel
surrou!lded by trees & awesome views
of
the Smoklea!
Ptge011 Forge!
reservations
800-~~

FOr

~~-~IIJ!!I.....illll!ll~~·llt!_l~~~~

A BEAUTIFUL CHRISTIAN MARRIAGE
• Gathnburg's Ortganal Wedding
Chapt~ls (since t 980). Ptoolography,
music, flowers, limos. jactJzzis suites.
fireplaces. Weddings for any budget.
Rev. Ed Taylor 800-346·2n9.

Bahamas
Crut·se'
' $1}'79

GET MARRIED, SMOKY MOUNTAINS
·Areas most beautilul chapels, elegant

.. Melli F Pall
~nc~c~tt~~T
SO.ys•...
' ,.. ,...
uee

while or cedar mountain top cnapet.
gazebo, Christian services. complete
arrangementa. cabins. No tests or wait10g, 800-893-727 4.

Pa~

"'-

Cancun 399
JamaJ·ca $ 419
FJ 0 n•da 119
$

7Higla • All •I«MM• SM S150 an Food & ~loris

ROMANTIC WEDDINGS IN GATLIN·
BURG AREA • Strnple yet elegant
Christian weddtngs starting at $129.
TNighls•Ai•Hocei • SM$150anFooci&OMks
Rowers, pholographs, lodging available. 888-428·9996 toll free.
$
AUTUMN AND WINTERFEST WED·
DING' SPECIALS! • lntlmalo and beauh·
7 NIQhiS • PAI\IIIIa Cty, Oay10111 & Cocoa Beach
ful packages wilh cozy fireside suites Sprtna lre&k Travel· Our tOih
and cabins, all woth lantasUc prices.
j_
Chapel In lhe Valley, Gatlinburg, TN ..___ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _.
800·922·4573.

_
_
800 678 6386

WEDDING BELLS IN THE SMOKlESA unique weddl!'lg chapel offenng
evaryt111ng lor loss. Special offer: ceremony, pictures, video, flowers •
$100.00 give us a call. 80().922·2052

SUNSET BO ULEVARD MUSI C
#7 Dixieland Center on Chestnut St.
Just 1 Block from MSU Dorms
Monday-Satu rday 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
753-0113

•a-011
. . , : I ,, _ .

~

Your ALPINE + CLARION + ROCKFORD FOSGATB
Cnr Stereo Specialist-Custom Installation

BUDWEISER
MILLER LITE

NATURAL LITE

LOOSE CASE

$9.99

LOOS!CASE

6PACK

$4.69
BUSCH
lOOSE CASE

$13.79

R.C. COLA
SPACK

$1.69

I!
I

r

HOME EVERY WEEKEND AND ONE
NIGHT tN THE WEEK - OTR regiOnal
drivers class A COL, one year recent
OTR exp. Earn up to 29e par mile plUI
beneftt package. Call800-399o3901.

DRIVERS EXPERIENCED OR INEX·
PERIENCED - Eam $600 to $800 a
week. Get your COL for as hWe es $100
down. Trainers eam over $1000 week
800-467-3806

PARTY HEADQUARTERS

-

INTERNET ON TV - Analyst project 50·
100 minion sold by next year. New publicly traded company needs reps now.
Free traJning program $694 &lart..Up.
Call 800·750·4693.

DRIVERS, INDUSTRY LEADING BEN·
EFITS! ·Great pay, high mites. Increase
after only 90 days, late model conventionals . "teams & solo drivers. Con-Way
Truckload Serv1COS B00-555.CWTS
(2987). EOE.

PURYEAR ,I'N
247-5599

3

CAREER POSITION (retaH related-buy,
sell, trade) • Mlnlmum age 21. Salary
Plus benefits, hire on bonus, moving &
housing allowance. 8Q0.829-6609.

HAROLD IVES TRUCKING HIRING
DRIVERS- Free driver trslntng .. .tf you
qualify. Students welcome Experience
pay up to 28c: per mile. Excellent bene·
fits. 800-842.0653.

HIGHWAY 641

to Make it
A

Another Murray State club t eam is being established
for University students who were not fortunate enough to
make the cut for the Thoroughbred baseball team yet are
still interested in participating in the sport.
Tryouts will be held throughout the month of November
for a student-body baseball team, which will compet e
against junior varsity and club squads from other schools.
MSU's first tryout session begins at 3 p.m. Thursday at the
Murray-Callaway County Park.

DRIVERS - AI Ho~ earn up ~ 36c
a male. Home every 9-12 days Wlth
assigned tractor. Medical, dental &
retirement . $1.000 tarp, $500 safety
bonus. Hornady TnJck ltne 800-848·
9664.

5-6 p.m.

it Takes

the Week.
Hastings, a freshman from Kingston, Wash., and Antonio li,
a freshman from Aquasco, Md., guided the Murray State rifle
team to victory in the MSU Invitational Saturday at the Pat
Spurgin Rifle Range.
The Racers defeated Xavier 6 162-6049 behind the efforts
of Hastings and Antonioli, who have continued to shine in
their first year at the collegiate level.
Hastings led all shooters in the smallbore and aggregate
competition, scoring totals of I 173 and 1558, respect ively.
Meanwhile, Antonioli placed third and second in the smallbore and aggregate divisions to seal the win.
MSU's second squad finished 39 points behind Xavier for
third place, followed by Rose-Hulman. Air rifle ~ams from
Austin Peay State and Mississippi rounded out the field.

DRIVERS • J.B. Hunt's wiiHng 10 pay for
the best driven; In the l!ldustry Begmning February 25th, drivers with 1 year
experience w•ll start earning .37c to
.40c a mila. Call: 800-2JB·HUNT. eoe.
Subject to drug screen.

Nov . 1,

Everything

Marra Hastings and Joel Antonioli are the Racers of

LICENSED PLUMBERS & SHEET
METAL WORKERS - Wanted lor com·
mercial and industrial projects. Exceltent pay & benefits. PoSitive working
ellllironmerat. 600-878-3006 EOE.

Clara M. Eagle
Galle ry
Opening Friday

•

5556
1319
1152

z-o

I

Sports
Notebook

S1000'a Poulble Typing. Part Time.
At Home. Toll Free (1)800-898-Qns
Ext. T-7508 forUstings.

Cobey L. Delk
One Man Show

$15.79

NoVember 1, 1996

Sports Calendar

Thanks fOf a great lime at
Anamen. • Rho Mates

PERSONALS
Brooke, Mantia, Elaine, & Jen : You did
a great job representing Ar4 in the all
CampUI Run. • your silters in ArA .

l

The Murray State News

SCORECARD

IThe
Murray State News
NoVember 1,
BREAK

nm just happy for a day off."
Some will view TuesdaY. not
Continued from Page 1
only as an9ther day off but also
as an opportunity to vote.
take Monday off."
This could be the last election
However, some students do
plan to attend classes on year that many students will
Monday.
not hav~ to report to a job.
"I don't have any plans for Once in the working world, it
the weekend. so I'll go (to class) becomes a lunch hour rush to
Monday," said Carla Hoofman,• cast their vote. Hopefully stujunior from Mansfield, Tenn. "I dents will remember the

POLICY
Continued from Page 1

approval as well.
"We made rules for IFC to follow, and we have reasons behind
them, and the IFC has reasons
behind their rule," she said.
The only fraternity to vote
against the proposal was Alpha
Gamma Rho.
"After a long discussion during our meeting we voted it
down," said Greg Hall, fraternity president.
Hall said that they are not
worried about keeping people
from going Greek because people who want to join a fraternity will do so regardless.
However, other fraternities

.12]

NEWS

19~6

Importance of their vote and
take a moment from this• day of
rest to voice their opinion.
Although Tuesday's break is
for a good cause, many would
rather have an ~xtended weekend. The choice not to attend
class on Monday will be a personal one and anticipation of
voting will likely not be an
accepted excuse.

FUNDING
Continued from Page 1

"1 think the average student wants all institutions to develop. 'rhat lends itself to the betterment of the economy and of the people of the

fully supported the proposal.
Taylor said she thinks the
"We're standing behind the policy is in retaliation for sororproposal 100 percent," said ities not participating in Line
Mike Burton, Sigma Pi frater- dancing and other activities.
nity president.
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity
Burton said that IFC adviser President Jeremy McKeel statJim Baurer has written letters ed there is some disagreement
to all the fraternities on cam- between IFC and Panhellenic.
"Panhellenic has come up
pus asking them to plan Greekwith
rules governing fraternioriented events, like mixers,
ties." he said. "They want to
with sororities.
Some sorority members feel have things their way and
show no leniency to us."
the policy is not warranted.
McKeel said that because
"I think when a mixer is with
many
sorority's national offices
an athletic group, then it's all
set
rules
with regard to how
right, because they don't have a
many
social
gatherings they
lot of time to join a fraternity,"
can
have
in
a
semester,
and not
said Bridgette Taylor, Alpha
all
them
mix
with
all
fraterniGamma Delta sorority secretary. "It is kind oflike a frater- ties, then it's not right for them
to mix with the athletic teams.
nity for them."

Commonwealth."
This is an issue that concerns the entire state,
he added.
"I think it's important for the taxpayer to be
reminded that this is a situation affecting the
young people of the Commonwealth," he said.

(

Discounts on
All Lotions

•

J

~

Do you have an opinion? If so, send it to Viewpoint at The News

...Where the Sun Always Shines!

Panhellenic Council
~~cooked

sllill£·

the way you'd cook it"

10°/o discount with

MSU 10.

Would like· to
congratulate
Alpha Delta Pi'
on a successful.

641 S. Bel Air Center

AMI500
We had a great time

Murray

Can't wait till next year!

.._.

___________ _
1 off any New or Used Tape

lccoupon expires 11/15/96) (Singles & Maxis not Include d)

753-0440

Get ·r eady to
roek with the
Alp~h~ Gams!e;a
Ar~

ROCK-A-THON

Coming up:
Nov. 8 & 9
Curris Center
Rocking Chair
Lounge

~~]ffir§

Gifts of Distinction from the Southwest
11 00 Chestnut
753-1133

3rd

of Murray

ANNIVERSARY

~ ~A.L'E IICJIK~

SALE

• 1/4 off entire stock of dresses

••••••••

Friday & Saturday
Nov. 1 & 2
Storewide
Savings

excluding Castleberry

• 1/4 off entire stock of shoes

20%-50% Off

exluding Easy Spirit

•

Shop Early For Christmas

• 114 off entire stock of Villager,
Koret, & Lucia

Featuring Native American Jewelry & Artifacts
Western & Rodeo Items
Pottery - Rugs - Prints - Bridal Registry & More

Monday-Thursday 9 n.m.-5:30 p.m., Friday 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.rn.-5 p.m., Sunday l-5 p.m.
Coun Square
753-6258

Hours 10 a.m. to 6 ~.m. Monday· Friday; 10 a.m. · 5 p.m. Saturday

Please
Vote

on Nov. 5

FOR SALE $750
ffiM Compatible
386 4-RAM 640MB HArd Drive
WINDOWS 3.1 installed
Color Monitor
ROM

ooking for more out of your
college experience than the
classroom? Kappa Sigma
will visit the Murray State
University looking for men interested in
setting a new standard of excellence on
campus. Kappa Sigma. as one of the largest
and strongest college fraternities, wants tO

be your Gateway to a better, more meaningful college experience. We emphasize
academics, involvement, leadership, service
and brotherhood.
What you learn, the people you meet,
and the brothers you make for life in Kappa
Sigma can open the doors to your future
success.

Backup
&t 5.25 Drives

tNt ...... it lQC!y ., liD ..wO<f'tl'l • p>d crodil WI!.
Call john at753-1905

leave • mt..age whf,.. vou cAn be
in the daytime

FOR

MORE

INFORMATION

Contact Jerry Hed.inger, Anthony Epp or Brian Black
rull762-6436 orr-mail Jl.He<linger@aol.corn m Anthfpp@aol.corn
Check our our wdl.~ile at: http://www.kippa,igm~org/

I

New, clean,

What bett£r way

to make an envance into
Kentucky's

GRAND OPENING RATE

60 Dduxe Guestrooms and Suites
• IpooI & sanna
• Indoor P00I Whrr.

00

e

f

Sunday-lhursd.ty N1ght.s. Pill' lax. H.tsed on Avail.tbility. Does
Not lndudt• vVhirlpool Suites Must mention this ad when
nuking a reservation. Offer b:pire~ 12/30}%.
. ·

• Whirlpool Suites
• Complimentary Deluxe Continental Breakfast
• Free-In Room Coffee

~URRAY,

MiNTUCKY

1210 North 12th Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
(502) 759-5910 • Fax (502) 759-5912
Amerihost Management, Inc.
I

{
J
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